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Abstract
The Effect of Locality Based Learning on Software Defect Prediction
Bryan Lemon
Software defect prediction poses many problems during classification. A common solution used
to improve software defect prediction is to train on similar, or local, data to the testing data. Prior
work [12, 64] shows that locality improves the performance of classifiers. This approach has been
commonly applied to the field of software defect prediction. In this thesis, we compare the per-
formance of many classifiers, both locality based and non-locality based. We propose a novel
classifier called Clump, with the goals of improving classification while providing an explana-
tion as to how the decisions were reached. We also explore the effects of standard clustering and
relevancy filtering algorithms.
Through experimentation, we show that locality does not improve classification performance
when applied to software defect prediction. The performance of the algorithms is impacted more
by the datasets used than by the algorithmic choices made. More research is needed to explore
locality based learning and the impact of the datasets chosen.
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Software Defect Prediction is the act of predicting which modules within a software system will be
defective. This is a desirable course of action because it reduces the number of defective modules
within the system, increases product satisfaction and reliability, and reduces product maintenance
and deployment costs [11]. The sooner software defects are found, the less it impacts the software
development process [9].
The standard view of the software development life-cycle is that it contains the following 5
steps:
Requirements Create a feature list, and decide on the objectives of the system.
Design Layout the interface options for the system. Define the architecture for the system.
Implementation The actual software development phase. This is where the source code is written.
Verification Making sure the system implemented matches the requirements specification. Find-
ing defects.
Deployment Distributing the software, training the target audience, and maintaining the software.
Finding, fixing, and avoiding defects in the system is involved in all 5 steps. In the Requirements
1
and Design phase of development, methods such as risk mitigation charts can be used to help avoid
defects in projects [26]. It is during the Implementation, Verification, and Deployment phases that
automated defect predictors can be used. Automated defect predictors are limited to these phases
because they require source code for the project to be available for classification as defective or
non-defective. This will be further discussed in §2.1.
Automated software defect predictors are generally referred to as classifiers. They provide an
automated way to find defects in the software. There are two main approaches to classification
algorithms:
Global Classifiers All of the training data is used during the classification process, regardless of
its similarity to the data to be classified.
Local Classifiers Only the data that is local to, or relevant to, all or part of the data to be classified
is used during the classification process.
Another set of algorithms that are commonly used in software defect prediction are clustering
algorithms. Clustering algorithms are used to find the data that is local or similar to the classifica-
tion data. They find the structure that is ”hidden” amongst the data. These are trained separately
from the classification algorithms using the entirety of the training data. They are then queried to
find which cluster each instance to be classified belongs to, and what other training data belongs
to that cluster as well.
Some recent work in software defect prediction has focused on the concept of locality [56, 62,
64, 70], or finding information for use during classification which is similar to the testing data.
First, I will explore a relevancy filter called the Burak filter to show the effects of localizing the
data before it is used for testing. The Burak filter is a relevancy filter that eliminates the training
instances which are significantly dissimilar to the testing instances. Next, I will explore a selection
of locality based learners to explore the effect of locality during the testing phase. Finally, I will
explore a selection of clustering algorithms.
2
Recent work has shown that locality based classifiers perform better than their non-locality
based counterparts [12, 64]. Turhan et al. [64] demonstrates the benefit of locality when applied
to software defect prediction. This effect will be explained in §4.3.1. I will show that software
defect prediction data does not contain the same structure that benefits from locality as other types
of data [1]. This will be demonstrated by showing that although locality based learning is effective
for much of the UCI1 [1] data available, locality based classifiers do not improve performance
when run on software defect prediction datasets.
In this thesis I will compare local classification algorithms with global classification algorithms.
I will also explore the effect of clustering algorithms and relevancy filtering on the previous clas-
sification algorithms. I will also explore Clump, a home grown decision tree based clustering
algorithm augmented by a Naive Bayes classifier. Finally, I will explore the different impact that
algorithms and datasets have on the probability of detection and false alarm rate. Many of the
algorithms explored have a functionally and statistically similar performance. I will show that
the, using current static code metrics, defective modules do not contain the necessary structure to
benefit from locality.
1.1 Statement of Thesis
In a result contrary to much recent work [56, 62, 70], locality based classifiers such as RIPPER,
Ridor, and LWL perform the same as, or worse than non-locality based classifiers such as C4.5,
OneR, and Naive Bayes when used on software defect prediction datasets. Although locality can
improve classification in many situations, current software defect prediction datasets do not lend
themselves to the use of locality. I propose that approaches other than Euclidean distance based
locality are explored when working with software defect prediction.
1The UCI data consists of a variety of datasets, and is hosted by the University of California, Irvine
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1.2 Contributions of This Thesis
This thesis makes many contributions to literature including:
• A new decision tree based clustering algorithm called Clump. By augmenting it with a Naive
Bayes classifier, it functions as a local classifier.
– This algorithm is designed to solve the ”Why?” problem with a standard Naive Bayes
classifier.
• A review of standard clustering and classification algorithms. This includes their design and
usage.
• An in-depth look at the state of locality based learning when applied to software defect
prediction.
• A discussion on the impact of various classification and clustering algorithms versus the
impact of the data used.
1.3 Structure of This Document
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 describes the related background material. This includes a description of the
algorithms I will be using in experimentation. This chapter also describes some of the broad
categories of classification and clustering. It details the benefits and detriments of these
different approaches.
• Chapter 3 describes an alternative algorithm for software defect prediction called Clump.
Clump is a decision tree clustering algorithm based on Ripple Down Rules(§2.4.1.3) by
Compton [10].
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• Chapter 4 presents the different experimental methods I will be exploring. It also details the
datasets that are explored. Finally, it documents how relevancy filtering and clustering is
explored.
• Chapter 5 shows the results of the previously documented experiments. Here, I will show
the difference in performance of global and locality based classifiers. Any discrepancies
between the results shown here and prior results are explained here.
• Chapter 6 lists the conclusions gathered. I comment on the state of locality based learning
as it pertains to software defect prediction. Finally, I detail what future studies are needed to
further explore locality based learning for software defect prediction.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
Software defect prediction is a much talked about open problem in classification. Much prior work
has been done in this field, ranging from novel algorithms to literature reviews [18–20]. Most
approaches to software defect prediction involve static code metrics such as the McCabe [67]
metrics, Halstead [61] metrics, and lines of code counts. There is some evidence to show that the
information contained within the code metrics is insufficient to represent the structure within the
data [21].
Classifiers are also often augmented by clustering algorithms [40–42]. Clustering algorithms
find the clusters within the global space, which can then be used in training various classifiers.
A cluster contains data which is similar within the cluster, while being dissimilar to data in other
clusters. This similarity represents the localization of the data. They help to decrease the noise,
and find the relevant data. When coupled with a classification algorithm, clustering can increase
the Probability of Detection, and decrease the Probability of False Detection [66].
There is a wide variety of classification algorithms, each with individual strengths and weak-
nesses. In this chapter, I will describe some of the basics of software defect prediction. Next, I
will cover the concept of locality. Third, I will detail the Burak filter, a relevancy filter. Follow-
ing, I will explain the operation of several localized and global classification algorithms such as:
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RIPPER, C4.5, OneR, Ridor, and Naive Bayes. A home grown solution called Clump is explored
in Chapter 3. Finally, I will also explore three clustering algorithms: Cover Trees, KD Trees, and
Ball Trees.
2.1 Software Defect Prediction
Software Defect Prediction is an attempt to find defects in software in an automated fashion. Three
main goals of software defect prediction are:
• Detect defects in an efficient manner.
• Detect defects, and explore defective modules, in a cost effective manner.
• Detect the maximum number of defects while minimizing the number of false alarms.
By quickly finding the defects in software, the overall cost impact of the defects can be lowered
[46]. When a defect is found in software after deployment, the impact can spread far beyond
the cost of fixing the defect. The most immediate impact is that the patch for the defect must
be deployed to not just the production and development environments, but also to the customers
which are using the software. Another cost which can be more far reaching is the impact of the
defects on customer satisfaction and assurance [68].
If a defect is found during the verification or development phases of the software, it can elimi-
nate the impact on customer satisfaction. If the defect is found during verification, it can force the
developers to re-verify that portion of the software once the defect has been fixed, possibly having
to restructure a portion of the project in the process. The optimal time to find defects is during the
development phases of software [46]. If the defect is found during development, it can reduce the
expenditures during verification. Another benefit is that, if found quickly, the developer still has
the code that caused the defect in mind. This will allow the developer to more quickly find and
correct the defect. Neilsen [52] shows that if a defect is found within 1 second, the developer’s
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train of thought is still on the project at hand, and this can assist the developer in correcting the
defect.
Standard software defect prediction uses static code metrics, or numeric descriptions of the
source code. An instance in a software defect prediction dataset represents a single module1. A
module is the smallest section of source code that is functionally complete [47]. By choosing a
module rather than a source code file to use for defect prediction, three things are accomplished:
• The location of possible defects is constrained to the smallest sample of source code.
• Noise from other defective or non-defective modules is removed.
• More data points are collected with the same effort.
2.1.1 Types of Software Defect Prediction
There are two different types of software defect prediction data:
Within Company This is the standard approach to software defect prediction. The user assumes
that an organization has existing software defect prediction data to be used for training on
a given project. This is often difficult to find because either 1) The project/organization
is new and has not had the time to build up a repository of data to work with, or 2) The
project/organization has not tracked or stored a priori defect data.
Cross Company This is another approach to software defect prediction. In this approach, the user
gathers data from alternative projects from within the same organization or from projects at
other organizations that are similar in domain. The more similar the original projects are
to the new project, the better the classification results will be [72]. I will explore Cross
Company data while ignoring the similarity between the testing dataset and the training
datasets.
1A module is also called a function or a method, depending on the language.
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If automated defect prediction is implemented from the beginning of the implementation phase
of software development, Cross-Company data must be used for initial training of the defect pre-
dictor. If automated defect prediction is implemented towards the end of the implementation phase,
Within-Company data may be used for training the defect predictor. When automated defect pre-
diction is used, defects can be found earlier in the development process. Turhan at al. recommends
starting with cross company software defect prediction, and then expanding towards within com-
pany data as it becomes available. [64]
Using Within-Company data, or data that was written for the project being classified, reduces
noise by only using data local to the current project. This results in a lower false alarm rate2.
Within-Company data seems like the optimal, and ostensibly only, choice. The drawback of
Within-Company data is that it is:
1. Expensive to collect, both in the time expended and in the infrastructure involved.
2. Often does not provide enough data to clearly identify the areas of the search space that are
defective.
• Because of the lack of data, the probability of detection is also decreased.
Cross-Company data is the alternative to Within-Company data. Cross-Company data is data taken
from a selection of other organizations, development teams, or projects. Cross-Company data is
cheap to gather given free software defect prediction data repositories such as the Promise Data
Repository [57]. This type of data has a higher probability of detection because of the increased
training data available. The drawbacks of Cross-Company data are:
1. The false alarm rate, or PD, is increased.
2. The data freely available was collected with various degrees of accuracy.
2This would be defective modules being classified as non-defective, or non-defective modules being classified as
defective
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3. If you collect Cross-Company data from your own projects, it is more expensive to collect
than Within-Company data, because of the increased number of instances utilized.
2.1.2 Static Code Metrics
There are several different types of software code metrics. The datasets I will be using contain
three different types of code metrics, listed below. I will use a subset of each of the different types
of code metrics, based on communal availability. This subset is listed in Figure 4.2.
Halstead code metrics are static code metrics meaning that they can be calculated without running
the program. The Halstead code metrics are calculated from the number of operators and
operands used within the software.
McCabe code metrics are based on a concept called Cyclomatic Complexity. McCabe code met-
rics represent ”a structured testing methodology known as basis path testing” [67]. These
metrics are calculated by creating a graph representation of the software project being stud-
ied.
Lines of Code / Miscellaneous are code metrics that based off of frequency counts of various
parts of the software. For example, the number of lines of comments, the number of possible
branches in program flow, and the number of parameters are all included in this category.
The Halstead code metrics were developed by Maurice Halstead. He developed these metrics
on the basis that hard to read code is hard to write defect free [30]. He determined that the number
of operators and operands defines the readability of the code. The Halstead code metrics are a
combination of frequency counts and derived metrics. Four pieces of information about a module
are recorded:
• The number of Unique Operators
• The number of Unique Operands
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• The total number of Operators
• The total number of Operands
From these frequency counts, amongst others, the rest of the Halstead metrics are calculated.
The McCabe code metrics were created by Thomas McCabe. The approach to collecting these
metrics differs from the Halstead metrics. The Halstead metrics are based on symbol counts, while
the McCabe code metrics are based on the connections between these symbols. ”Unlike Halstead,
McCabe argued that the complexity of pathways between the symbols is more insightful than
just a count of the symbols.” [47] When calculating the McCabe code metrics, a directed graph
representing a module is created. In this graph, a node represents a statement within the module,
and each path represents a logical flow between two statements. The metrics are then calculated
from this graph.
The miscellaneous lines of code category of code metrics are straightforward metrics such as
the number of lines of code, the number of comments, the number of blank lines, etcetera. Another
group of metrics were provided with the MDP datasets, and do not contain any documentation
describing their usage or collection. I do not use the proprietary metrics provided in the MDP
datasets because they are not provided in the SoftLab datasets I also use.
2.2 Locality as it Pertains to Classification
When classifying, training data is used to build a model, and then it is tested with a presumably
separate testing dataset. When classifying data, it is often useful to use only a subset of the training
data that is relevant to the testing data. Relevancy is usually defined as being similar3, or local,
to the testing data. Relevancy can be determined by segmenting the training data using a set of
criteria, using a clustering algorithm, or using instance based reasoning. §2.4.1 will explore several
3This can be either some Euclidean distance or some other distance metric
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locality based learners; §2.4.1.1 will specifically describe an instance based reasoning algorithm.
§2.5 will explore finding local data with clustering.
2.3 Burak Relevancy Filtering
The Burak filter was designed to aid in Cross Company defect prediction. As noted by Turhan
et al., when Cross Company data was used in defect prediction, the recall and false alarm rates
both increased drastically [64]. They determined that this was caused by the increase in defective
examples, both pertinent and extraneous. A median sized dataset contains approximately 450
instances, or modules, while the combined cross company dataset contains 3600 modules. In order
to remove the extraneous examples from a Cross Company dataset, and trim it down to close to
the size of a within company training dataset, the training data is filtered with respect to the testing
data.
The Burak filter used the Euclidean distance between the testing and training examples to find
the k nearest neighbors per test instance. The nearest neighbors for each test instance are combined




collection = an empty list
for(row in data)




Figure 2.1: Pseudo code of the Burak Filter
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”The union of the 10 nearest neighbors within D−Di.”
Any training instances that are within the k nearest neighbors of more than one test instance
are only included once in the final training set. By training on only the nearest neighbors to the test
instances, theoretically only the relevant training instances are examined.
The cost associated with generating this nearest neighbor information is exponential, in the
order of O(NtrainNtest). For large datasets, this preprocessing runtime is impractical as the neighbor
information must be recalculated for each testing example. Clump is proposed as an alternative to
to Burak filter.
2.3.1 Burak Versus Standard Clustering Methods
The Burak filter [64] is used as a clustering algorithm designed to aid a classifier. The Burak
filter finds the k nearest neighbors, based on Euclidean distance, to each testing instance. This
information is then passed to a classifier for final classification. Like the Burak filter, clustering
algorithms find the nearest neighbors. Standard clustering algorithms create the clusters once, and
assign testing instances to the different, pre-created, clusters. The Burak filter creates just one
cluster for each testing instance, and then merges the clusters into one cluster for training and
classification.
2.4 Classification Algorithms
Classifiers follow two main approaches. Using the first approach, a classifier trains on all available
data, and attempts to create a model of the entire space. The second approach is to find patterns
in the data, and create a model of a subset of the space that matches the pattern [43]. Global
classifiers have the benefit of increased training data and faster runtimes, while local classifiers
have the benefit of decreased noise and training data that is more similar to the testing data.
In the following sections, I will explore the locality and non-locality based classifiers in detail.
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2.4.1 Locality Based Learners
Locality based learners fall into two main categories: rule based, and instance based classifiers.
The rule based classifiers create one set of rules during training, and use the generated rules during
the testing process. Instance based classifiers re-train for each testing instance, ostensibly creat-
ing a new cluster for each testing instance. Both types of localized learners attempt to improve
classification performance by reducing noise, and emphasize the relevant training instances during
testing.
Localization benefits classification by reducing noise. A common use is when training data
comes from a public or unpredictable source. By only using the testing instances close to the
training instance, non relevant instances, including any erroneous instances, are ignored. This
serves to emphasize the relevant instances, and should increase classification performance. Jiang
et al. [35] compares Locally Weighted Naive Bayes(LWL) and Naive Bayes in an effort to show
locality can improve classification performance. The experiments were run on 36 datasets from the
UCI repository [1] recommended by Weka [29]. In his experiments, he shows that LWL performs
statistically better in 11 out of 36 datasets, performs statistically the same in 20 out of 36 datasets,
and performs statistically worse in 5. In Chapter 5, I will show that locality does not increase the
performance of classification when it is used for software defect prediction.
2.4.1.1 Locally Weighted Naive Bayes
Locally Weighted Learning [22], or LWL, is a lazy Naive Bayes classifier. It is called lazy because,
upon training, the data is just stored, leaving the computational work to occur during testing.
Testing is accomplished one row at a time.
As each row is tested, the records in the training set are weighted based on their Euclidean
distance from the testing row. A value of K is given to the classifier, and this acts as an upper






knn = k nearest neighbors from training to row
knn = ApplyWeighting(knn, row)













score = classes[class] / training.length
for(column in testingRow)
score *= counts[column.index][testingRow[column.index]][testingRow.class] /
classes[class]
return classWithMaxScore == testingRow.class
Figure 2.2: Pseudo code of Locally Weighted Naive Bayes
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instances are used, each weighted by their distance from the test instance. Any training instance
further away than the Kth nearest instance receives a weight of zero. After the training instances
are weighted, a standard Naive Bayes algorithm is applied.
This algorithm assumes that the data near the testing row holds the most relevance to it. It is
possible that two rows can be near each other while never sharing a common attribute. It is also
possible that two rows could be identical in several attributes, while having many that are substan-
tially different. This can cause similar instances to be overlooked because of a small number of
significantly different variables.
2.4.1.2 RIPPER
jRip, also called RIPPER [8], is an inductive rule based algorithm rather than a rule tree algorithm.
RIPPER stands for Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction. RIPPER creates a
series of individual rules, adding conjunctions until the rule only satisfies members of one class.
The rules are then pruned to remove the rules that decrease the performance of the algorithm. If
the test data matches the first rule, the class of the first rule is chosen. The test data is passed
down the rule list until it matches a rule or the final catch-all rule is chosen. RIPPER explores
all possible rules during training, and prunes away many of them during the pruning phases. This
classifier is based off of the Find-S algorithm [50], which finds the maximally specific hypothesis
that approximates a solution to the training dataset.
2.4.1.3 Ridor
A rule based decision tree classifier called Ripple Down Rules(RDR) was proposed by Paul Comp-
ton in his 1991 paper titled “Ripple Down Rules: Possibilities and Limitations” [10]. RIDOR [25]
is the Java implementation of Compton’s Ripple Down Rules. A basic Ripple Down Rule tree is





for(k = 0; k < K; k++)
Rules = Optimize(Rules, data)
return Rules
function Optimize(Rules, data)
for each rule in Rules
Rules.remove(rule)
UPos = instances in data.defective reported as nonDefective according to Rules
UNeg = instances in data.nonDefective reported as defective according to Rules
split(UPos, UNeg) into (GrowPos, GrowNeg) and (PrunePos, PruneNeg)
RepRule = GrowRule(GrowPos, GrowNeg)
RevRule = GrowRule(GrowPos, GrowNeg, rule)
RepRule = PruneRule(RepRule, PrunePos, PruneNeg)
RevRule = PruneRule(RevRule, PrunePos, PruneNeg)








DL = DescriptiveLength(Rules, P, N)
while P 6= {}
split (P, N) into (GrowPos, GrowNeg) and (PrunePos, PruneNeg)
Rule = GrowRule(GrowPos, GrowNeg)
Rule = PruneRule(Rule, PrunePos, PruneNeg)
Rules.add(Rule)
if(DescriptionLength(Rules, P, N) > DL + 64)
for each rule in reverseOrder(Rules)
if(DescriptionLength(Rules - rule, P, N) < DL then
Rules.remove(rule)
DL = DescriptionLength(Rules, P, N)
return Rules
DL = DescriptionLength(Rules, P, N)
P.remove(instances in P reported as defective according to Rules)
N.remove(instances in N reported as nonDefective according to Rules)











newRule.true = Training(data given newRule.attribute == newRule.value)
newRule.false = Training(data given newRule.attribute != newRule.value)
function Testing(data)
for(row in data)









Figure 2.4: Pseudo code of Ripple Down Rules(RIDOR)
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• A predicate function
• A true branch
• A false branch
The true and false branches are other nodes that may or may not exist. The true branches are called
”Exceptions”, and are added when data is incorrectly classified. It acts as an exception to the parent
node. The false branches are called the ”Else” branch. This branch is added to attempt to identify
data that did not match the parent node. The true and false branches are followed depending on the
outcome of the predicate function during testing. The true and false nodes are created on demand,
and are patches to the tree. This tree structure has several benefits:
1. As each node is passed, the number of attributes that need to be considered decreases.
2. Data is split according to a predicate function, resulting in decreased data at each child node
and increased intra-node similarity.
Ripple Down Rule trees are human maintainable, explainable, and incremental.
This classifier automatically finds the local clusters within the global space. During testing,
each testing instance is passed down the tree, following the true and false branches according to
the predicate functions at each node. When the testing instance reaches a leaf node, RDR returns
the majority class of the leaf node.
2.4.2 Non-Locality Based Learners
Although many locality based algorithms show promising performance, there also exists another
class of classification algorithms that use all available training data. One such algorithm, Naive
Bayes (§2.4.2.1), shows a significantly increased probability of detection with an equally increased
probability of false detection. Non-local, or global, classifiers are useful in situations where there
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Clump Ridor Ripple Down Rules
How Rules are Chosen
The attribute value
pair that decreases the
mixuped-ness of the
resulting dataset as
described in §3.2.1.1 is
used to patch the tree.
The attribute value pair
that has the maximum
info gain is used to patch
the tree.
A human creates the
patch by examining the
training instance and cre-
ating a patch manually.
When to Make a Rule
When the mixuped-ness
as defined in §3.2.1.1
passes a threshold.
When enough training
instances have been mis-
classified. This is a run-
time configuration op-
tion.
When a training instance
is misclassified.
Incremental or Batch Incremental or batch Batch only Incremental only
Table 2.1: Comparing the difference between classifiers: Clump, Ridor, and Traditional Ripple
Down Rules
is too little data to ”afford” to discard any. They are also useful in situations where there is little
noise. Global classification algorithms often have a mechanism in place to ignore non-relevant
data.
Using the whole dataset can provide more information with the classifier to work with. This
is useful in datasets with some low frequency class variables [37], as the maximum number of
training instances are available for classification.
2.4.2.1 Naive Bayes
Naive Bayes [49] makes many assumptions about data. All attributes are:
• assumed to be equally important.
• statistically independent.
• do not predict values of other attributes
These assumptions rarely hold up to real world data, but empirically, they work quite well [13].
















score = classes[class] / training.length
for(column in row)
score *= counts[column.index][row[column.index]][row.class] / classes[class]
scores[class] = score
classWithMaxScore = maximum(scores)





Figure 2.5: Pseudo code of Naive Bayes
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reduce the its naivety while still maintaining its performance and runtime.
Naive Bayes runs in O(nk) time, where n is the number of instances, and k is the number
of columns. Naive Bayes is able to achieve this runtime by creating no structure, no rule, and
no complex processing; Only frequency statistics are gathered during training, followed by simple
arithmetic during testing. Missing values are handled by ignoring that attribute during calculations.
The major drawback to Naive Bayes is that, although Naive Bayes offers conclusions, it offers little
insight into how these conclusions are reached [2]. This makes Naive Bayes hard to use in some
business situations where explanations about decisions are necessary.
2.4.2.2 C4.5
j48/C4.5 [55] is based in the ID3 tree learner. C4.5 chooses what column to use and what value(s)
to split on when creating the rule tree based off of normalized information gain of the attributes.
Once an attribute is chosen, new child nodes are created for each of the values present in the chosen
attribute. The algorithm then recurses on each of the children nodes. This differs from standard
rule trees in that there are many rules at each splitting point, rather than one rule. This means that
C4.5 does not choose a rule per say, but an attribute to split on. For discrete attributes, this can
cause one rule for each value. Continuous attributes will create one rule for each discretized range.
After the rules have been created, a pruning process is applied to reduce the overall error rate of
the rules.
2.4.2.3 OneR
OneR [32], also referred to as 1R, creates a single rule for each attribute value. These rules state
that for attribute A and value V , the majority class is C. After all rules are created, the rule with the
highest accuracy on the training dataset is applied to hypotheses H. Any ties are chosen at random.
Before creating a rule, any continuous attributes are discretized. Next, all rules in hypothesis H are







bestAttribute = attribute with maximum informationGain
if bestAttribute is continuous
threshold = value which, if bestAttribute is split on will have the highest informationGain
across the two subsets of the data
nodes.push(Training(data given bestAttribute value > threshold))
nodes.push(Training(data given bestAttribute value ≤ threshold))
else
for(value in bestAttribute)
nodes.push(Training(data given bestAttribute == value))




for each node in nodes
errorOfChilderen += ClassifyByMajorityClass(data given attribute == value)
errorOfParent = ClassifyByMajorityClass(data)

















rule.push(attribute, value, majorityClass(data given attribute and value)
rules.push(rule)
for(rule in rules)
subset = data given rule.attribute == rule.value
rule.score = frequencyOf(rule.class in subset) / subset.length
return rules for the attribute with the
function Testing(data)
for(row in data)
results += row.class == rule.class for row.attributeValue
Figure 2.7: Pseudo code of OneR
are pruned from H. The final set of rules are then sorted by their accuracy on the training set.
OneR is the simplest rule based classifier explored. Each rule tests on just one attribute/value
pair, and each rule is analyzed once and discarded. This method of rule testing means that the first
group of rules is very important, and, without a patching mechanism in place, can cause a single
bad rule choice to lower the classification accuracy. This learner is included as the “straw man” of
the rule based classifiers.
2.5 Clustering Algorithms
Clustering algorithms are a method of pre processing the data. Clustering finds the structure within
the dataset, and groups current and new training instances and testing instances by this discovered
structure. Much like localized learning, clustering is employed to help reduce the noise found
within the training data. In fact, many locality based classifiers4 act by segmenting the data into
4RIPPER, Ridor, and Clump employ this mechanism
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Clump K-Means Locally Weighted Learning
Clusters With Dependant attributes Independant attributes Independant attributes
Clusters By Attribute similarity Euclidean distance Euclidean distance
Clusters on Attribute similarity Nearest centroid Nearest neighbor
Training behavior
Creates a decision tree
with the relevant training
instances at each leaf.
Creates clusters to be





Creates a naive bayes
classifier based off of the
training data at the node
that the test instance re-
sides at.
Not applicable. K-
Means does no classifi-
cation.
Finds the k nearest
neighbors and weights
them according to the
normalized Euclidean
distance from the test
instance. It then builds a
naive bayes classifier off
of the weighted data.
Table 2.2: Comparing the difference between clustering algorithms: Clump, K-Means, and Locally
Weighted Learning
clusters, often based on a subset of the attributes, and basing the classification off of one or more
clusters.
A subset of clustering algorithms work to reduce the time necessary to perform nearest neigh-
bor calculations. These can be referred to as Indexing algorithms, and include KD Trees, Cover
Trees, and Ball Trees. These algorithms create recursive divisions of the entire search space, as-
signing the training data to each of the divisions. By applying these Indexing algorithms, the
nearest neighbor calculations only need to be applied to a subset of the entire training dataset,
speeding up gathering of local data.
I will also explain two standard clustering algorithms: K-Means and Greedy Agglomerative
Clustering. These algorithms identify and create clusters within the dataset. Because of its rele-
vancy filtering, the Burak Filter [64] described in §2.3 can also be considered a clustering algorithm
that discards all training instances that do not fall within one of its K Nearest Neighbor clusters [5].




Centroids = A random subset of K instances from data
for each row in data
m(row) = the cluster closest to row
while m has changed
for each centroid in Centroids
centroid = the centroid of the current instances assigned to that centroid
for each row in data
m(row) = the cluster closes to row
return Centroids
Figure 2.8: Pseudo code of K-Means [38]
2.5.1 K-Means
K-Means [31] is an iterative clustering algorithm designed to find the centroids of clusters within
the input space. K-Means has a very long run time, indicative of its O(kN) runtime. This algorithm
creates k clusters before even examining any of the data, often leading to vastly incorrect initial
centroids. Although the centroids are chosen at random, the iterative process of the algorithm
will move the centroids to their correct location. The value of k chosen strongly impacts the
performance of the algorithm. The optimal value of k is specific to each dataset, as each dataset
has a specific number of clusters within the data. The algorithm follows the below 4 steps:
1. Select K centroids at random.
2. Assign each training instance to its nearest centroid.
3. Move each centroid to it’s instances’ mean Cartesian coordinates.
4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the centroids stop moving.
The runtime of K-Means can be decreased by utilizing the ”Triangle of Inequality” [14] in
Figure 2.9 described by Elkan. Each time the centroids are moved, the distance between each
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Figure 2.9: Triangle of Inequality
of the centroids and all of the other centroids are cached. The ”Triangle of Inequality” is based
on the principle that, in a triangle, the length of the hypotenuse is ≤ the combined length of the
other two sides. With this principal, it means that if the distance between two centroids is greater
then twice the distance between the testing instance and one of the centroids, than the distance is
larger between the testing instance and the other centroid. By using this, it has been shown that
the runtime of this accelerated K-Means algorithm is up to 351 times faster than the runtime of a
unaccelerated K-Means implementation.
2.5.1.1 Single Pass K-Means
K-Means currently runs in O(kN) time. A procedure called Single Pass K-Means, developed by
Farnstrom et al. [16], is designed to lessen the runtime. Single Pass K-Means begins as regular K-
Means by initializing the clusters to random locations. Next, each instance in the training dataset
is processed. Each instance is added to the existing cluster that is closest to it. Once 1% of the
data bas been processed, any cluster that has no new instances is removed, and a new cluster is
initialized to the furthest data point. The process continues until there is no data left.
Single Pass K-Means has almost the same quality of clusters as regular K-Means, but runs
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function GAC(data)






for each clusterA in clusters
for each clusterB in clusters
if(A != B)
if(distanceBetween(clusterA, clusterB) < bestDistance)






Figure 2.10: Pseudo code of Greedy Agglomerative Clustering [66]
in half the time. Besides the runtime, another main benefit of Single Pass K-Means over regular
K-Means is that the data is only observed once, allowing it to run on datasets with a forward only
cursor5.
2.5.2 Greedy Agglomerative Clustering
Greedy Agglomerative Clustering [66], GAC, is an agglomerative, bottom up clustering algorithm.
GAC begins with the the entire training set. Each instance in the training set is a member in a cluster
of size 1. Iteratively, GAC combines similar clusters using any similarity or distance metric. Each
new cluster formed is marked as the parent cluster of the clusters it was formed from. This process
5A forward only cursor means that an instance can only be observed once, and each instance must be observed in
sequence.
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creates a tree type structure, built from the bottom up. The leaves of this tree are the original data
instances, while the inner nodes are clusters that contain all instances represented in its subtree.
GAC only stops grouping clusters when there is only one cluster remaining, the root cluster, which
contains all the training instances.
This tree structure provides an easy way to quickly query the data. With a tree structure,
assuming an even distribution of data, each level traversed removes half of the data, resulting in a
sub-linear querying runtime. This bottom up approach to building the tree has been shown to create
higher quality clusters when compared to top-down tree clustering algorithms [66]. By appraising
each data point while forming the tree, the grouped instances are optimally paired. One drawback
to this method is its runtime: O(n2) [66].
2.5.3 Indexing Algorithms
These indexing algorithms create divisions within the data that serve to decrease the time necessary
for nearest neighbor calculations. By assigning each training instance to a section of the global
space, the indexing algorithms decrease the number of training instances the testing instances need
to be compared against. Because these algorithms do not necessarily create clusters, they cannot be
classified as standard clustering algorithms. These indexing algorithms are instead used to augment
standard clustering or relevancy filtering algorithms, decreasing the time necessary to run them.
2.5.3.1 Ball Trees
A node in a ball tree, even the root node, contains all of that node’s children nodes. One benefit
of ball trees over KD-trees is that ball trees do not need to partition the whole space [54]. Also,
the children’s balls are allowed to intersect with each other. A parent’s ball is large enough to
encompass all of its children and their balls. There are two main ways to construct the ball trees:
• Bottom Up: The tree is constructed from the leaves to the root node. This provides the
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function BallTree(data, minimumLeafSize)
center = centroid of data
furthestFromCenter = instance from data furthest from center
furthestFromPrior = instance from data furthest from furthestFromCenter
for each instance in data
if furthestFromCenter->distance(instance) < furthestFromPrior->distance(instance)
assign instance to furthestFromCenter
else
assign instance to furthestFromPrior
if furthestFromCenter->size() > minimumLeafSize
furthestFromCenter = BallTree(furthestFromCenter, minimumLeafSize)
if furthestFromPrior->size() > minimumLeafSize
furthestFromPrior = BallTree
return furthestFromPrior + furthestFromCenter
Figure 2.11: Pseudo code of Ball Trees [54]
optimum trees, but takes the longest to construct.
• Top Down: The tree is constructed from the root to the leaves. This provides the fastest
construction time, but performs worse than trees generated with the Bottom Up method.
2.5.3.2 KD-Trees
A KD-Tree is a binary tree where the data is split at each node based on some dimension d, and
a point along that axis [51]. A training row r is chosen to be the splitting row for a node. Any
training row who’s dth dimension is less than the dth dimension of r belongs to the left subtree,
and the rest belong to the right subtree.
Querying the KD-Tree for the nearest neighbor takes at least O(ln(N)) time, and can take up
to O(N) time for some distributions. The more evenly the data is spread across the k-dimensional
space, the closer the runtime will be to O(ln(N)). If the training data is clustered in a small subset
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function KD-Tree(data, level = 0)
if(empty(data))
exit
attr = depth % k
median = Median value from attribute attr in data
node.value = node
node.attribute = attr
node.leftChild = KD-Tree(data where attribute attr is greater than median,
level + 1)
node.rightChild = KD-Tree(data where attribute attr is less than median, level + 1)
return node
Figure 2.12: Pseudo code of KD-Trees
of the space, and the testing data is not clustered in that subset, then the majority of the space will
have to be searched. This will push the runtime closer to the worst case scenario.
2.5.3.3 Cover Trees
The Cover Tree algorithm was created by Beygelzimer et al. [3] in 2006. It forms a tree with the
top level of the tree being of level i, where i≥the number of levels in the tree. Starting at the root
node, as the tree is descended, i decrements. At each node of the tree, the distance between any
two points of the node’s children is greater than 2i−1. At least one point p in the node is within 2i
of any point q in the node’s children.
Cover trees have a maximum insertion time of O(c6nln(n)) [3], where c is the dimensionality
of the dataset. This insertion time is theoretical and represents the worst case scenario. While the
creation time is high, the querying time is only O(c12ln(n)).
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2.6 Summary
This chapter has discussed a variety of classification algorithms, as well as clustering and index-
ing algorithms. The algorithms discussed present industry accepted methods for software defect
prediction. I covered both locality based, and non-locality based classification algorithms. Each of
these algorithms operate in a different fashion. The different algorithms use:
Naive Bayes Frequency counts
Ridor A decision tree
OneR A group of rules
RIPPER An inductive rule learner
LWL A locally weighted Naive Bayes classifier
Clump A decision tree clustering algorithm augmented by Naive Bayes
C4.5 A information entropy based decision tree
This chapter also includes many clustering and indexing algorithms such as K-Means, GAC,
EM, Ball Trees, KD-Trees and Cover Trees. In future chapters, I will explore the effect of K-
Means and Greedy Agglomerative Clustering on the above classifiers to further explore the effects
of locality in software defect prediction.




This chapter demonstrates a classification algorithm augmented by a clustering pre-processor.
Clustering algorithms aid in classification by grouping like data together. This grouping helps
to reduce the noise in the data, thereby reducing the false alarm rate [60]. Current clustering al-
gorithms have a high order polynomial run-time, usually in the form of O(n2) or higher [3, 54].
Other clustering algorithms have faster run-times, but have execution time parameters that need to
be tuned to each specific dataset [31]. One of the goals of Clump was to provide a clustering mech-
anism that runs in much less than the standard O(n2) runtime. I propose a self tuning clustering
algorithm that runs in low order polynomial time.
The proposed new algorithm is called Clump, standing for CLUstering on Many Predicates.
This solution provides a method for the domain expert to create, audit, and modify the decision
tree. By allowing the end user to oversee the creation of the decision tree, Clump provides a
mechanism to repair broken rules, and provide domain specific insight. The rule tree also expands
as needed, in response to the current intra-node entropy1. The entropy, or scoring function, is used
to determine which attribute value pair the tree will use to expand on. This automated growth
removes the necessity of dataset specific parameters from configuring the learner and training on
1For Clump, entropy is used to represent a mix of different classes in a general sense, not in the standard entropy
calculation. The equation used is shown in Equation 3.2 - Equation 3.5
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the data.
With most clustering algorithms [3, 51, 54], the Euclidean distance between two instances is
used as the nearness function. When a group of instances have a small Euclidean distance when
compared to other instances in that group, they form a cluster. Depending on the clustering algo-
rithm, there can be sub-clusters [54].
With Clump’s human maintainability, it gains the benefit of expert systems with the generation
speed of automated clustering. The following sections will describe Clump as it pertains to auto-
mated generation, and compare it to other rule based and statistical learners. Options for human
maintainability are left for future work.
3.1 Proposed Algorithm
A rule tree classifier called Ripple Down Rules(RDR) was proposed by Paul Compton in his 1991
paper titled “Ripple Down Rules: Possibilities and Limitations” [10]. A basic Ripple Down Rule
tree is defined as a binary tree where each node contains:
• A classification
• A predicate function
• A true branch
• A false branch
The true and false branches are other nodes that may or may not exist. The true and false branches
are followed depending on the outcome of the predicate function during testing. The true and false
nodes are created on demand, and are patches to the tree. Ripple Down Rule trees are human
maintainable and explainable.
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Figure 3.1: A sample rule tree for the KC1 dataset
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With Clump, if the amount of entropy in a node exceeds a threshold value, a patch is created to
reduce the intra-node entropy. Like Ripple Down Rule trees, the clusters made by Clump are also
human maintainable. Figure 3.1 shows a sample rule tree generated by Clump.
Clump differs from standard clusterers. Most clustering algorithms group rows based on the
Euclidean distance between two rows or cluster centroids [3, 31, 51, 54]. This Euclidean distance
(Equation 3.1) is determined by the combined absolute value of the delta between the two rows or
the row and the centroid. √√√√ k∑
x=0
(|row1[attributex]2− row2[attributex]2|) (3.1)
Clump accomplishes its clustering, not by Euclidean distance, but by how relevant a particular fea-
ture is in splitting the data. The exact equations used to determine the relevancy of a give attribute
are shown in §3.2.1 Equation 3.2 - Equation 3.5. Grouping data by relevancy accomplishes much
the same as grouping data by Euclidean distance. It provides several benefits as well. There is an
explanation as to why a particular instance belongs to a particular cluster. Also, the standard n2
runtime of clustering algorithms is avoided because decisions made in generating the tree are made
in respect to each row as its being examined, not by every row as each row is being examined.
One goal of Clump is to create rule trees that are maintainable. The maintenance can be accom-
plished in two ways. First, if a rule tree is small enough, a human to look at the tree, and remember
most if not all of it by recall. This allows the human to notice additions/subtractions that could be
made to the tree by utilizing domain specific knowledge. Second, a tree can be built during initial
training, and while being used with real-time data, can be patched to adapt to the changing data. A
second goal of Clump is to form the nearest neighbor structure from the data in linear or low order
polynomial time.
Rule trees offer a significant advantage to frequency count learners such as Naive Bayes:
Rule trees offer not just answers, they offer explanation.
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Unlike Ripple Down Rules, Clump is not used for classification, but for clustering. Clump is
used to find the structure within the data while avoiding the standard O(n2) clustering algorithms.
While testing, Naive Bayes is used to do the classifying once the data has been limited by Clump
as a clusterer.
3.2 The Design of Clump
Clump is a rule based decision tree clusterer. At its core, it is a binary tree with nodes that can have
0−2 children. Each node consists of a rule, its true and false conditions (if any), and a collection
of training data that has reached that node. When testing, a testing example travels down the tree
until it reaches a point where there are no children nodes for it to follow. The data that stored in
that node is then passed to a naive bayes classifier for final classification.
Most clustering algorithms use the nearest neighbor calculation to determine which cluster a
record belongs to. This record by record comparison takes O(n2) comparisons, each record must
be compared against every other record to minimize the dissimilarity. Clump creates it’s clusters,
not by minimum dissimilarity, but by grouping records with similar attributes. Grouping by similar
attributes leads to decreased run-times. Frequency counts can be gathered, and cached, which leads
to decreased run-times. Frequency counts can be used to determine which attribute value pair to
split on because of the types of rules created by Clump.
When training, Clump produces greedy rules, adding one attribute to the rule at each level of
the tree. Clump performs local feature subset selection as it creates the rules, only considering at-
tributes that have not been considered further up the tree. The most important feature, determined
by the reduction in entropy, is chosen for the splitting criteria at each branch of the tree. When
choosing the splitting criteria, the standard entropy calculation is not used. The entropy is deter-
mined by the frequency of the different classes represented in the training rows at each branch of
the tree, relative to the overall frequency of each class. This allows some features that might only
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be important under specific circumstances to be used when needed, and ignored in the other parts
of the tree.
3.2.1 Training
Training, like most tree building algorithms is a recursive process. Initially, a root node is made
and populated with the entire training set. The default class is also set to the majority class. This
root node is then passed to the training function. The training function looks at the data in the
node, and if there are ≤ 15 rows in the data, training terminates. If there are ≥ 15 rows in the data,
an optimal splitting criteria is chosen. Two resultant nodes are created and added as children of
the generating node. All data from the generating node that satisfies the optimal splitting criteria
is added to the true child node, and all that does not is added to the false child node. The process
then recurses until all nodes are created.
The optimal splitting criteria is used to create the rule, and split the data into two groups: the
data that satisfies the splitting criteria, and the data that does not satisfy the splitting criteria. Each
rule created is conditional on the node’s parent’s rule.
3.2.1.1 Scoring Function
When choosing the optimal splitting criteria, all possible splitting criteria for both positive and
negative classes at a node are explored. Each possible split receives a score based on the relative















columnWidth = max(column) − min(column)3
row[column].value = row[column].value − min(column)columnWidth
choices = GetColumnWeights(data)
maxChoice = max(choices);
rule = CreateRule(maxChoice, data)
return rule
rule.true = Training(data | rule)
rule.false = Training(data | !rule)
function CreateRule(choice, data)
rule.function = choice
rule.true = Training(data | choice)





trueData = data | column.value = bin && data.class = true
falseData = data | column.value = bin && data.class = false
column.bin.weight = max( trueData.sizedata | data.class = true, -
f alseData.size
data | data.class = f alse)










This scoring function removes the bias to choose classes with more overall support. This is
done by normalizing the frequency of the class at a node by representing it as the percentage of all
examples of class C present in the node. Comparing the relative frequency of the true versus the
false nodes this way can show the presence or lack thereof of a bias towards one class versus the
other.
3.2.1.2 Dependent/Independent Attributes
An attribute is independent [34] when the attribute value is disassociated from the class attribute. A
dependent [34] attribute is when the attribute value is considered in conjunction with the class at-
tribute. Most clustering algorithms [31,64,66,71] consider independent attributes, building clusters
without considering the classes of the intra node instances. Clump builds its clusters by reducing
intra node entropy. To accomplish this, an attribute value is chosen according to the process is
§3.2.1.1. The attribute chosen will create two sub clusters each containing a higher frequency of
one class than the combine parent cluster.
3.2.1.3 Boosting
Traditional boosting [58] is where the training instances that fail classification with one learner will
be used to train a second learner. This process can be repeated many times, resulting in a chain
of learners that can then be pooled for final classification. This is commonly referred to as “toilet
learning,” as each successive learner is trained off of the dregs of the learner before it. Clump




for(chunk in chunks set)
for(row in chunk)
gatheredData += GatherData(tree, row)
nb = NaiveBayes(gatheredData)
return nb(data)
Figure 3.3: Pseudo code of the Clump Testing process
diverse. Clump creates sub clusters that have a lesser combined mean degree of diversity within
each other than within the parent cluster.
3.2.1.3.1 AdaBoost Clump shows some similarity to a boosting algorithm called AdaBoost
[23]. AdaBoost repeatedly iterates over the model, modifying distributions at each iteration to
reduce the overall error on the training set. Internally, a simple classification algorithm is used.
This algorithm, called the WeakLearn, must only consistently perform better than random guess-
ing. Through many iterations, the error rate is reduced. The main difference between Clump and
AdaBoost is the branching associated with Clump. Data is split at each decision, meaning Clump
is working with less and less data at each branch.
3.2.2 Testing
When testing, one or more testing rows are combined to form a chunk of rows. Each row from a
chunk is sent down the tree, and the data stored at the node where the row stops is combined. The
row of data continues its travel down the tree, following the true and false branches as necessary
until a leaf node is reached. The row then travels back up the tree until the last satisfied rule is
reached. While combining the data, any duplicates are ignored2. This combined training data is
then passed to a Naive Bayes classifier. Each row in the testing chunk is then passed to the Naive
2A duplicate is defined as a specific training instance, not the combination of attribute values
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Runtime while Naive Bayes Ridor Clump LWL j48/C4.5 RIPPER OneR
Training O(nk) O(nk ∗ log(kn) O(3nk ∗ log(kn)) O(n) O(nk ∗ log(n)) O(2nk ∗ log(kn)) O(kn)
Testing O(mk) O(md) O(mk) - O(mkd) O(mnk) O(m∗ log(m)) Unlisted O(1)
Figure 3.4: Runtime Complexity of Clump, Naive Bayes [36], Ridor, OneR [6], LWL [22],
j48/C4.5 [7], and RIPPER [24] on a dataset with n training cases, m testing cases, d tree depth, and
k attributes.
Bayes classifier for final classification.
When gathering the data for the Naive Bayes classifier, each node is marked if the data should
be used in classification. Each node will only be included once, even if multiple chunk rows fall to
that node. Some data may be included more than once because if a row stops at a parent node and
another row stops at a child node, the data in the child node is also included in the parent node.
After all the nodes have been marked, the tree is iterated through a second time to gather the final
training dataset.
3.2.3 Discretization
The rules are based on which bin the discretized attributes belong in. Rather than rules reading: “If
attributex < value then ...”, the rules for Clump read: “If attributex is in bin x then ...”. Discretizing
is done using equal width discretization [69]. Each attribute range is broken up into three differ-
ent bins, with each bin having the same width, or the same distance between the minimum and
maximum values for the bin. Three bins were chosen by experimental testing.
Equal width discretization was chosen above other options such as Equal frequency discretiza-
tion [4] and Fayyad & Irani’s MDL discretizer [17]. These other options were tried, and showed
no noticeable performance improvement, while adding complexity to the algorithm.
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Within-Company Cross-Company
Raw Logging Raw Logging
Ridor 2.56 2.52 3.34 3.27
jRip 2.45 2.53 4.06 4.17
Clump 3 3 3 2
Table 3.1: Number of rules
Within-Company Cross-Company
Raw Logging Raw Logging
Ridor 6.1 6.4 10.9 17.3
jRip 3.1 2.9 13.4 13.4
Clump 3 3 3 2
Table 3.2: Number of conditions
3.2.4 Runtime Complexity
The theoretical runtime of Clump while training is O((3kn+ k)∗ logkn) where k is the number of
columns in the dataset, and n is the number of rows. When training, each record is examined to
determine which bin it belongs to (O(1kn)). To create the bins, the minimum and maximum values
of each attribute must be found (O(1kn)). Next, a Naive Bayes classification table is built with a
runtime cost of O(1kn). If the data requires, a patch is created by examining the frequency count
tables for an attribute value pair that will reduce the mixuped-ness of the data. This is repeated
at each level of the tree with the amount of data, in both the row count and the column count,
decreasing at each level of the tree.
With the current built-in classifier of Naive Bayes, the theoretical maximum runtime for testing
is O(nkd), where d is the depth of the tree. This worst case scenario occurs when all the data is
contained in a single cluster. The current maximum depth is limited to 15 levels. The theoretical
minimum runtime for testing is O(nkd ). This best case scenario occurs when the data is evenly




The number of rules for Clump, Ridor, and Ripper are shown in Table 3.1. The size of the rule tree
generated by Clump is similar to the number of rules in Ridor and Ripper. When looking at within
company tests, Clump has, on average, an extra 0.5 rules. In the Cross Company tests though,
Clump generates the between same number of rules to twice the number of rules in Ridor and
Ripper. Typically because of the increased number of training instance, Cross Company tests result
in more complex models being learned. Clump, on the other hand, has the same theory complexity
when looking at Cross Company as Within Company. The difference in the complexity of these
three algorithms’ models is apparent in Table 3.2. Table 3.2 shows not just the number of rules
generated by each algorithms, but the number of attribute value comparisons made in each learned
model. In the Within Company tests, Ripper and Clump have approximately the same complexity:
1 comparison per rule. Ridor on the other hand has 2 comparisons per rule. These numbers start
to really climb when looking at the Cross Company tests. Ripper and Ridor have between 3 and
5 comparisons per rule, while Clump still remains at 1 comparison per rule. The simple theories
learned by Clump help to provide a clear explanation for the theories learned.
3.3 Summary
This chapter detailed a new algorithm that was a merger between a clusterer and a classifier called
Clump. The clustering aspect of Clump differs from other clustering algorithms by creating its
clusters with a decision tree. Clump relies on individual attribute values, and not a standard Eu-
clidean distance. The classification aspect of Clump uses Naive Bayes. Clump performs similarly
to Naive Bayes, but offers an advantage over Naive Bayes by providing an explanation for its deci-
sions by way of the decision trees. Clump also has a higher probability of detection than the other
classifiers. These results are detailed in Chapter 5.
The next chapter details the experimental design, the pre-processing algorithms used, and the
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This chapter details the experiments that will be conducted. Without proper experimentation, it
is impossible to come to a defensible conclusion. Below I will describe the experimentation pro-
cedures I will use, the datasets the experiments will be applied to, and how the results will be
evaluated. Just as different classification algorithms will be explored, I will also look into the
usage of several pre-processing algorithms.
The goal of these experiments is to evaluate how locality impacts classification perfor-
mance for software defect prediction.
First, the experimental procedure and datasets are explained. Next, the algorithms are individu-
ally analyzed, with special attention being paid to Locally Weighed Naive Bayes. Third, relevancy
filtering is explored by applying the Burak filter. Finally, the original experiments, augmented
with various clustering algorithms, are re-run. The results of these experiments will be explored in
Chapter 5.
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for data in $datasets; do




cat processed.arff | someArff --seed $seed --bins $bins --bin $bin
for learner in $Learners; do





Figure 4.1: The pseudo code to run an experiment with Ourmine [27]
4.1 Experimental Design
Below, I will explain the experimental procedures I will follow, what types of data are collected,
and how it will be evaluated. The format of the data, and an explanation of the attributes within
the data will be detailed.
I will explore the classifiers mentioned in Chapter 2 by applying them to software defect pre-
diction. I will explore the data in two separate ways:
• Within Company
• Cross Company
I will also apply various relevancy filtering and clustering algorithms to the data, and observe the
differences between applying the pre-processed data versus the original data to the classification
algorithms.
4.1.1 Testing Framework
Experimenting is accomplished using the Ourmine [27] framework developed at West Virginia
University. This framework allows for easy generation of testing and training datasets, as well as
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statistical processing. The framework is a collection of bash scripts that have a standardized format
for the various types of input and output. The classifiers each take the relative path to a training
and testing dataset. After training the classifier, the testing results are outputted to be collected
by the statistics part of Ourmine. The output is in the form of a ”got-want” result for each testing
instance. ”Want” is class of the testing instance, and ”got” is the classification returned by the
classifier.
4.1.2 Datasets
The datasets used come from the NASA/MDP and the SoftLab data sets1 from the Promise Data
Repository [57].
The NASA/MDP datasets used are: CM1, KC1, KC2, KC3, MC2, MW1, and PC1. These
datasets were chosen for examination because they represent a wide variety of projects. A fre-
quently posed objection to using the NASA datasets in a Cross-Company examination is that all the
datasets are written for a single organization, and do not represent a proper sampling of software
styles and development procedures. When writing about software defect datasets from NASA,
Zimmermann et al. states:
For their study Turhan et al. [64] analyzed 12 NASA projects (mostly in C++) which
they considered cross-company because they were all developed by contractors un-
der the umbrella of NASA. However, all projects had to follow stringent ISO-9001
industrial practices imposed by NASA, so it is unclear to what extent the data can be
actually considered cross-company. [72]
Menzies et al. retorts that:
”NASA is a much more diverse organization than is commonly appreciated. NASA
software is written by layers of contractors working for different companies around the
1The datasets can be obtained at http://promisedata.org
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nation. Arguing that all ISO-compliant organizations are the same is like saying that
a CMM level3 weapons manufacturer is writing the same software as a CMM level3
finance company.” [44]
The NASA datasets represent projects such as flight software, storage management, video guid-
ance systems, and an experiment framework [64]. Also, the majority of the data used in the NASA
datasets is from ground control software, not flight control. As such, it is not as constrained during
its development. Menzies et al. shows empirical evidence that the NASA datasets represent truly
different development practices and methodologies.
The SoftLab datasets are AR3, AR4, and AR5. These datasets were chosen for examination
because they represent a different spectrum of products, decreasing the similarity of the tested
datasets. While the NASA datasets are usually large, and highly critical systems, the SoftLab
datasets represent the embedded systems in some Turkish white goods. The embedded systems
control three separate appliances including a washing machine. These datasets differ from the
NASA/MDP datasets in their severity, scope, and purpose.
The files have been modified from their original form to allow them to be used in cross company
experiments2. They have been modified to unify the columns used, and their orderings. The data
is stored in the arff format for easy integration with the WEKA experimenter [29].
Figure 4.2 shows the attributes present in each dataset. Attributes marked with a ”X” are used
in both the Within Company and Cross Company experiments. The attributes marked with a ”W”
are only used in the within company experiments. These datasets will be used in all further studies
unless noted otherwise.
4.1.3 Dataset Format
The data used for training and testing is stored in the arff format. This format was chosen to
insure compatibility with past and future experiments. This is the format used by the Modeling
2Cross company experiments use n−1 of n datasets for training, and the nth for testing
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Attribute AR3 AR4 AR5 CM1 KC1 KC2 KC3 MC2 MW1 PC1
Lines of Code (lOCode) X X X X X X X X X X
Blank Lines of Code X X X X X X X X X X
Lines of Comments X X X X X X X X X X
LoC + Lines of Comments X X X X X X X X X X
Executable Lines of Code X X X X X X X X X X
Unique Operands X X X X X X X X X X
Unique Operators X X X X X X X X X X
Total Operands X X X X X X X X X X
Total Operators X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Vocabulary X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Length X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Volume X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Level X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Difficulty X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Effort X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Error X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Time X X X X X X X X X X
Branch Count X X X X X X X X X X
Cyclomatic Complexity X X X X X X X X X X
Cyclomatic Density X X X X X X X X X X
Design Complexity X X X X X X X X X X
Decision Count W W W W W W W
Call Pairs W W W W W W W
Condition Count W W W W W W W
Multiple Condition Count W W W W W W W
Decision Density W W W W W W W
Design Density W W W W W W W
Normalized Cylc. Complex. W W W W W W W
Format Parameters W W W W W W W
Number of Lines W W W W
Percent Comments W W W W
Modified Condition Count W W W W
Maintenance Severity W W W W
Node Count W W W W
Edge Count W W W W
Essential Complexity W W W W
Essential Density W W W W



























Figure 4.3: A sample arff file for the partial KC1 dataset
Intelligence Lab at West Virginia University. The format consists of the following:
• The name of the dataset.
• A list of the attributes.
• A comma separated list of the data.
• Any comments such as copy write information, details about the data collection process, and
descriptions of any abnormalities.
Each attribute consists of a name and its type. The type is either the word numeric, signifying
that the data consists of a continuous range of numbers, or a list of discrete values, separated by
commas and wrapped with braces. The last attribute is used as the class attribute. Comments can
be included in any place in the document by precluding the comment by a percent sign (%).
Each dataset has the same attributes so that the 10 datasets could all be used in Cross Com-
pany Examination. To accomplish this, many attributes had to be removed from each dataset. The
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datasets used originally had upwards of 39 separate attributes, but only the 18 attributes and class
attribute described below were shared between all 10 datasets. These attributes used are a mixture
of the McCabe Code Metrics [67], Halstead Code Metrics [61], and static Line of Code Metrics.
Each instance represents one module from the original source code. The code statistics are com-
piled using various code metric collection tools such as the Prest Metrics Extraction and Analysis
Tool3 [65] The attributes used are as follows:
• Halstead Code Metrics:
– Program Volume: The information contents of the module.
– Program Level: The inverse of the error proneness.
– Difficulty Level: The error proneness of a module.
– n1: Unique Operators.
– n2: Unique Operands.
– N1: Total Operators.
– N2: Total Operands.
– Effort To Implement: Program Volume∗Difficulty Level.




– Time to Implement: Program Volume∗Difficulty Level18 seconds to implement.
– Intelligent Content: The complexity of the underlying algorithms as expressed in any
language.
• McCabe Code Metrics:
– v(g): Cyclomatic Complexity.
3This tool is used to extract the metrics for AR3, AR4, and AR5.
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– ev(g): Essential Complexity.
• Line of Code Metrics:
– Lines: The total number of lines in the module.
– Branch Count: The number of branching decisions in a module. Ax example would be
for loops, if/then/else statements, etcetera.
– Lines of Code: The number of lines in the module that contain executable code or
whitespace.
– lOComment: The number of lines in the module that contain comment code.
– locCodeAndComment: The number of lines in the module that contain comments or
executable code.
• Defects: If a module was defective or non-defective.
4.1.4 Experimental Method
Each classifier will be run many times to insure a significant number of trials are run. For the
Within Company experiments, each trial will start by randomizing the datasets to eliminate any
artifacts caused by data ordering. Next, the dataset will be broken into n separate parts, each
of an equal size. In series, one is used as the testing dataset, and the remainder are used as the
training dataset. This is referred to as a n-way cross validation [28]. N-way cross validation is
important to the experimental procedure because it verifies that the classification algorithms are
able to generalize the knowledge learned, and perform well on previously unseen data. I ran 5
random orderings of the datasets, and a 5-way cross validation. This will equate to 25 trials per
dataset.
In Cross Company experiments, each trial will again start by randomizing all datasets. In
series, each dataset is a testing dataset, and the remaining datasets are combined to form the training
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Actual \ Predicted False True
False a b
True c d
Figure 4.4: An example confusion matrix
dataset. When performing a Cross Company experiment, it is not possible to do the standard n-way
validation of splitting the data into n equal sized bins because no part of the testing dataset can exist
in the training dataset, or the purpose of Cross Company would be violated. The Cross Company
experiments are also subjected to 5 random orderings of the datasets. The random orderings,
coupled with the modified n-way cross validation will result in 5∗N trials, where N is equal to the
number of datasets being explored.
4.1.5 Evaluation of Results
The output of all the trials will be combined to form the final results. This information is then
used to generate a ”abcd” stats(Figure 4.4), or a confusion matrix [39], for each trial. One item
of importance, as it deviates from the ”normal” method of benchmarking classifiers, I will only
report statistics on the defective modules. The correctly identified non-defective modules will be
ignored. From the gathered ”abcd” stats, two other statistics are generated: The Probability of









These are the statistics used for further examination. The combined set of Probability of De-
tection and Probability of False alarm rate statistics for each trial is then ranked according to
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a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxin [15] U test. With the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon ranks, you can de-
termine, within a certain percentage of confidence, whether two methods are equivalent, if one
method out-performs the other method. I will report Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon ranks within a 95%
confidence interval unless stated otherwise. I will also show quartile charts of the Probability of
Detection and Probability of False alarm rates. The quartile charts will show the 2nd quartile, the
median value, and the 3rd quartile.
I will compare the classifiers described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 to each-other, showing their
relative performance to the other classifiers. I will also explore the application of K-Means and
Greedy Agglomerative Clustering, comparing the classifier with and without the clusterer being
applied. These various experiments will paint a picture about the usefulness of locality, both in the
classifier and in the application of the clusterers, being applied to software defect prediction.
4.2 Various Classification Algorithms
Two groups of classification algorithms are explored. The first group are locality based classifi-
cation algorithms such as LWL, Ridor, Clump, and RIPPER. The second group are non-locality
based learners such as C4.5, OneR, and Naive Bayes. I will explore the difference in performance
of the locality based and non-locality based classifiers. In these results, I will also compare the
difference in using Within Company data versus Cross Company data. Finally, I will explore an
effect demonstrated by Turhan [64] where logging the numerical data helps improve the classifi-
cation performance.
Each of the classifiers have various configuration options described in Table 4.1. Table 4.1 also
details the options which were chosen for experimentation. Multiple versions of LWL were tried,
using a range of K values.
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Naive Bayes can use a normal distribution, a Kernel estimation, or supervised discretization to
discretize numeric attributes. We examine the normal distribution to accomplish discretiza-
tion.
C4.5 can set a minimum number of instances per leaf node and set the confidence threshold for
pruning. We examine a minimum of 2 instances per leaf node and a confidence threshold of
0.25.
OneR can set the minimum number of instances per rule. We examine a minimum of 6 instances
per rule.
LWL can set the kernel shape to use for weighting and the number of nearest neighbors to include
in the kernel shape. We examine a linear kernel, and a variety of nearest neighbors. This is
detailed in §4.2.1.
RIPPER can choose the quantity of data to use for pruning, the minimum number of instances
per rule, and the number of optimization runs to perform. We examine the default values
of 13 of the data for pruning, a minimum of 2 instances per rule, and 2 optimization runs to
reduce error.
Ridor can choose the quantity of data to use for pruning and the minimum number of instances
per rule. We examine the default values of 13 of the data for pruning and a minimum of 2
instances per rule.
Clump can choose the the minimum number of instances per node and the threshold of
mixedupedness until a node attempts to split. We examine a minimum of 5 instances per
node, and a threshold of 5 non-majority class instances. These values were arrived at via
experimentation.
Table 4.1: Configuration Options for the Classification Algorithms
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-5 1 0.0 0.0 50.0 88.9 100.0 u
LWL-10 1 0.0 0.0 50.0 90.0 100.0 u
LWL-25 2 0.0 0.0 40.0 84.6 100.0 u
LWL-50 3 0.0 0.0 25.0 85.7 100.0 u
LWL-100 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-100 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.1 41.4 u
LWL-25 1 0.0 0.0 3.2 7.1 32.1 u
LWL-10 1 0.0 0.0 3.3 7.1 24.1 u
LWL-5 1 0.0 0.0 3.3 6.9 24.1 u
LWL-50 1 0.0 0.0 3.3 9.7 34.5 u
Table 4.2: Various K values for LWL on UCI dataset Fish Catch.
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-10 1 0.0 20.0 47.1 60.0 100.0 u
LWL-5 1 10.0 25.0 45.5 60.0 100.0 u
LWL-25 1 0.0 25.0 44.4 60.0 100.0 u
LWL-50 2 0.0 12.5 40.0 58.3 100.0 u
LWL-100 3 0.0 0.0 30.0 53.8 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-100 1 0.0 0.0 3.2 8.9 39.1 u
LWL-50 2 0.0 1.0 3.2 8.1 36.8 u
LWL-5 2 0.0 1.1 3.3 9.3 25.0 u
LWL-25 2 0.0 1.1 3.3 8.2 27.8 u
LWL-10 3 0.0 1.1 4.1 9.9 24.2 u
Table 4.3: Various K values for LWL on UCI dataset Housing.
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-25 1 0.0 0.0 66.7 83.3 100.0 u
LWL-50 2 0.0 0.0 50.0 81.8 100.0 u
LWL-10 3 0.0 0.0 50.0 66.7 100.0 u
LWL-5 4 0.0 0.0 40.0 62.5 100.0 u
LWL-100 4 0.0 0.0 14.3 72.7 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-100 1 0.0 0.0 2.3 9.1 27.5 u
LWL-25 1 0.0 0.0 2.3 5.0 16.7 u
LWL-50 2 0.0 0.0 2.4 6.8 20.0 u
LWL-10 3 0.0 0.0 4.3 8.3 21.4 u
LWL-5 4 0.0 0.0 4.4 9.5 25.6 u
Table 4.4: Various K values for LWL on UCI dataset Body Fat.
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-50 2 0.0 28.6 50.0 96.3 98.8 u
LWL-25 2 10.0 25.0 50.0 95.1 97.6 u
LWL-100 1 0.0 25.0 50.0 97.6 100.0 u
LWL-5 3 0.0 20.0 50.0 94.2 97.6 u
LWL-10 2 0.0 25.0 50.0 94.3 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-100 1 0.0 1.2 5.7 72.7 100.0 u
LWL-50 2 1.2 3.6 8.2 70.0 100.0 u
LWL-5 3 2.4 4.9 9.5 71.4 100.0 u
LWL-25 2 2.4 4.9 9.8 71.4 90.0 u
LWL-10 2 0.0 5.0 10.5 75.0 100.0 u
Table 4.5: Various K values for LWL on NASA dataset KC3.
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4.2.1 A Close Look at Locally Weighted Naive Bayes
Locally Weighed Naive Bayes, also called Locally Weighted Learning, is a K nearest neighbors
algorithm. When using Locally Weighted Learning on the UCI datasets [1], it was noted that the
value of K strongly impacted the performance of LWL. I chose to explore K values of 5, 10, 25,
50, and 100. It was also noted that the K value chosen was dataset specific, as shown in Table 4.2,
Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. Note that the optimal K value in the three examples is between 5 and 25.
By tuning the K value, historically, the performance of LWL has statistically improved.
When looking at the NASA and SoftLab software defect prediction datasets, I show that across
9 of the 10 datasets4, all values of K performed statistically the same. Although performances look
varied, the Mann Whitney Wilcoxin Rank of each learner across the 9 datasets is identical at both
the 95% and 99% confidence intervals. The results for the 9 identical datasets are shown at the
end of this chapter in Table 4.7 - Table 4.15. The one outlier, NASA’s KC3 dataset is shown in
Table 4.5. This similarity will be looked into further in Chapter 5.
4.3 Pre-Processing by Relevancy Filtering
I will also explore the Burak Filter as a relevancy filter. The Burak Filter is a modified K Nearest
Neighbor algorithm used to filter the training data to only include the training instances which are
similar to the testing instances. I will compare the performance of each algorithms listed in §2.4.1,
§2.4.2, and Chapter 3 against the algorithm augmented by the Burak Filter.
With this, I hope to show that the Burak Filter, currently the ”gold standard” in relevancy
filtering, does not beneficially impact the performance of the clustering algorithms listed above.
4The exception is KC3
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4.3.1 A Difference in Results
Turhan et al. [64] explored the effect of the Burak Filter on software defect prediction in their
2009 paper ”On the relative value of cross-company and within-company data for defect predic-
tion”. Their results differ from the results that are presented in Chapter 5. In this section, I will
discuss their results for Within Company, Cross Company and Nearest Neighbor augmented Cross
Company over the 7 NASA datasets listed in §4.1.2.
Turhan [64] Reproduction
Dataset WC NN WC NN
CM1 2nd 1st 2nd 1st
KC1 1st 2nd 1st 2nd
KC2 1st 2nd 1st 2nd
KC3 1st 2nd 2nd 1st
MC2 1st 2nd 2nd 1st
MW1 2nd 1st 1st 2nd
PC1 2nd 1st 2nd 1st
(a) PD Ranks
Turhan [64] Reproduction
Dataset WC NN WC NN
CM1 1st 2nd 1st 2nd
KC1 2nd 1st 2nd 1st
KC2 2nd 1st 2nd 1st
KC3 2nd 1st 2nd 1st
MC2 2nd 1st 2nd 1st
MW1 1st 2nd 1st 2nd
PC1 1st 2nd 2nd 1st
(b) PF Ranks
Table 4.6: Burak Reproduction Results
Although I were unable to reproduce the Cross Company results showing in Turhan’s paper
[64], I were able to duplicate the pattern of their results for Within Company and Nearest Neighbor
in the majority of cases. Turhan et al. report that the Cross Company PD’s reported in their paper
were the highest reported as of the publication of their paper, and to our knowledge those results
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have not been duplicated. Table 4.6 shows Burak’s original results and our reproduction of those.
The ranks shown are the numerical orderings of the median PD and PF values. In our reproduction,
PD and PF’s for CM1, KC1, and KC2 followed the pattern displayed by Turhan. For KC3, MC2,
and MW1, the PF matched the pattern. For PC1, the PD matched the pattern. The differences
between our reproduction and Turhan’s results may be caused by many factors, such as:
• The datasets used for our results have been modified to use both the NASA datasets and the
SoftLab datasets in the Cross-Company experiments.
• Differences in algorithm implementations.
• Minor differences in statistics gathering.
These results shown here are in contradiction to what will be shown in §5.2 and §5.1. The
reason for this is in the statistics gathering. Turhan reported their results on both the defective
and non-defective modules. I feel that only the records that involve the defective modules should
be used for reporting on software defect prediction. This belief is because the defective modules
are the modules I are attempting to identify. I also care about incorrectly classified non-defective
modules, as they increase the cost of testing.
In the remainder of this thesis, I will report results as described in §4.1.5.
4.4 Pre-Processing by Clustering
I will explore clustering algorithms by applying K-Means and Greedy Agglomerative Clustering
to the classifiers listed above. The performance of these clustering algorithms and the Burak Filter
are compared by applying them to the datasets in §4.1.25 and the locality based classifiers listed in
§2.4.1, non-locality based classifiers in §2.4.26, and Clump.
5AR3, AR4, AR5, CM1, KC1, KC2, KC3, MC2, MW1
6Local classifiers: LWL, Ridor, RIPPER. Non-Local Classifiers: C4.5, Naive Bayes, OneR
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With these experiments, I hope to show that locality by clustering does not beneficially impact
the performance of the classification algorithms.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, I explained the the data being used for experimentation including its format [29],
sources [57], and its attributes. I also covered the experimental methods. The layout of the exper-
iments, and the evaluation criteria were detailed. The results are displayed using quartile charts,
and will include the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxin U-Test ranks. Finally, the different experiments
performed were detailed. These include:
• A comparison of locality based and non-locality based classifiers. This will show the effects
of locality during classification.
• A comparison of the application of a relevancy filter versus not applying the filter. This will
show the effects of locality during training.
• A comparison of various clustering algorithms versus no pre-processing. This will show the
effects of locality during the instance selection process. I will demonstrate this process by
using the clustering algorithm to select the local training data for each testing instance. I will
then retrain the classifier with this new local training data.
Many results were observed in the process of running the above experiments, and the next chapter
will present these results.
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-25 1 0.0 16.7 66.7 91.4 98.8 u
LWL-5 1 0.0 11.8 40.0 90.0 96.6 u
LWL-50 1 0.0 12.5 33.3 94.3 98.8 u
LWL-100 1 0.0 10.0 33.3 95.1 98.8 u
LWL-10 1 0.0 16.7 33.3 92.4 96.5 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-50 1 1.2 5.4 11.1 83.3 100.0 u
LWL-100 1 1.2 4.5 12.2 85.7 100.0 u
LWL-25 1 1.2 7.0 12.2 83.3 100.0 u
LWL-10 1 3.5 7.3 15.6 82.4 100.0 u
LWL-5 1 3.4 7.6 15.6 87.5 100.0 u
Table 4.7: Various K values for LWL on NASA dataset CM1.
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-10 1 27.9 39.1 55.0 91.7 94.4 u
LWL-5 1 26.2 36.4 48.3 91.5 95.0 u
LWL-25 1 21.3 33.9 45.2 92.8 95.5 u
LWL-50 1 13.2 27.5 40.0 93.9 97.4 u
LWL-100 1 10.3 24.6 36.7 95.6 98.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-100 1 2.0 4.2 5.8 75.0 89.7 u
LWL-50 1 2.6 5.9 9.0 69.6 86.8 u
LWL-10 1 5.6 8.2 10.6 60.5 72.1 u
LWL-25 1 4.5 7.0 11.0 63.7 78.7 u
LWL-5 1 5.0 8.1 12.0 62.7 73.8 u
Table 4.8: Various K values for LWL on NASA dataset KC1.
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-25 1 30.4 47.1 75.0 89.0 96.3 u
LWL-10 1 32.0 50.0 75.0 89.2 92.9 u
LWL-50 1 27.3 47.1 72.7 91.4 95.1 u
LWL-5 1 28.0 50.0 68.8 88.8 93.9 u
LWL-100 1 22.7 41.2 56.2 93.2 98.8 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-100 1 1.2 6.2 12.8 56.5 77.3 u
LWL-10 1 7.1 10.3 15.5 50.0 68.0 u
LWL-50 1 4.9 8.5 15.7 50.0 72.7 u
LWL-5 1 6.1 10.1 16.7 50.0 72.0 u
LWL-25 1 3.7 9.4 17.9 50.0 69.6 u
Table 4.9: Various K values for LWL on NASA dataset KC2.
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-100 1 0.0 30.8 83.3 87.5 100.0 u
LWL-10 1 9.1 30.8 63.6 77.3 87.0 u
LWL-50 1 0.0 35.7 62.5 86.4 100.0 u
LWL-5 1 16.7 38.5 62.5 75.0 90.5 u
LWL-25 1 9.1 36.4 52.4 81.0 95.8 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-100 1 0.0 10.5 16.7 63.6 100.0 u
LWL-50 1 0.0 11.1 23.8 62.5 100.0 u
LWL-10 1 13.0 21.1 36.4 61.5 90.9 u
LWL-5 1 9.5 23.8 36.4 60.0 83.3 u
LWL-25 1 4.2 18.2 42.1 63.6 90.9 u
Table 4.10: Various K values for LWL on NASA dataset MC2.
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-100 1 14.3 33.3 80.0 94.7 98.7 u
LWL-50 1 14.3 28.6 66.7 94.6 98.7 u
LWL-25 1 0.0 20.0 60.0 94.6 98.7 u
LWL-10 1 0.0 22.2 60.0 93.3 97.4 u
LWL-5 1 0.0 20.0 50.0 94.7 98.6 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-100 1 1.3 4.2 10.1 66.7 85.7 u
LWL-25 1 1.3 5.4 12.0 75.0 100.0 u
LWL-10 1 2.6 5.4 12.7 71.4 100.0 u
LWL-5 1 1.4 4.2 13.3 77.8 100.0 u
LWL-50 1 1.3 5.3 14.1 66.7 85.7 u
Table 4.11: Various K values for LWL on NASA dataset MW1.
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-50 1 7.7 30.8 60.0 97.1 99.0 u
LWL-100 1 5.3 21.4 60.0 98.5 99.5 u
LWL-5 1 0.0 31.2 60.0 96.0 98.0 u
LWL-10 1 13.3 30.0 53.3 96.2 99.5 u
LWL-25 1 7.7 30.0 50.0 96.7 99.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-100 1 0.5 1.5 3.0 76.9 94.7 u
LWL-50 1 1.0 2.5 5.8 68.8 92.3 u
LWL-10 1 0.5 3.4 5.9 68.8 86.7 u
LWL-5 1 2.0 3.9 6.8 68.2 100.0 u
LWL-25 1 1.0 3.0 7.2 68.8 92.3 u
Table 4.12: Various K values for LWL on NASA dataset PC1.
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-50 1 0.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 u
LWL-100 1 0.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 u
LWL-25 1 0.0 33.3 91.7 100.0 100.0 u
LWL-10 1 0.0 50.0 90.9 100.0 100.0 u
LWL-5 1 0.0 50.0 83.3 100.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-100 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.2 100.0 u
LWL-25 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.3 100.0 u
LWL-50 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.2 100.0 u
LWL-10 1 0.0 0.0 9.1 18.2 100.0 u
LWL-5 1 0.0 0.0 9.1 33.3 100.0 u
Table 4.13: Various K values for LWL on SoftLab dataset AR3.
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-25 1 0.0 33.3 75.0 88.9 100.0 u
LWL-100 1 0.0 50.0 75.0 88.2 100.0 u
LWL-5 1 0.0 33.3 68.4 85.7 100.0 u
LWL-50 1 0.0 40.0 66.7 88.2 100.0 u
LWL-10 1 0.0 33.3 66.7 85.7 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-25 1 0.0 11.1 22.2 50.0 100.0 u
LWL-100 1 0.0 11.1 25.0 50.0 100.0 u
LWL-50 1 0.0 11.1 25.0 50.0 100.0 u
LWL-10 1 0.0 12.5 27.8 60.0 100.0 u
LWL-5 1 0.0 12.5 31.2 66.7 100.0 u
Table 4.14: Various K values for LWL on SoftLab dataset AR4.
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-50 1 0.0 60.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 u
LWL-25 1 0.0 60.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 u
LWL-100 1 0.0 60.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 u
LWL-5 1 0.0 50.0 83.3 100.0 100.0 u
LWL-10 1 0.0 50.0 83.3 100.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-100 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.3 100.0 u
LWL-25 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.3 100.0 u
LWL-50 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.3 100.0 u
LWL-10 1 0.0 0.0 14.3 33.3 100.0 u
LWL-5 1 0.0 0.0 14.3 33.3 100.0 u




In this chapter, the results of the experiments described in Chapter 4 are listed and examined.
First, various classifiers are examined looking closely at the difference in performance between
the locality based classifiers and the non-locality based classifiers. Second, the effect described
by Turhan et al. [64] is looked when using the reporting format described in §4.1.5. Third, two
clustering algorithms(K-Means and Greed Agglomerative Clustering) will be compared against
Naive Bayes. The results of each of these studies will be displayed and analyzed. These three
studies represent very different applications of locality during the classification process:
• Within the classifier,
• Filtering the training dataset according to the testing set, and
• Creating a training dataset for each testing instance.
After the results for each section are reviewed, they are compared to the results one would expect
if locality holds true.
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5.1 Global Versus Local Classifiers
In further sections, I will explore various pre-processing augmentations to the classifiers, but in
this section, I are exploring the difference between different locality based and non-locality based
classifiers. The locality based classifiers I will explore are LWL, Ripper, Clump, and RIDOR. The
non-locality based classifiers are Naive Bayes, C4.5, and OneR. In this section, I will show the
performance of the classifiers with the Cross Company and Within Company datasets. I will also
show the performance with and without taking the logarithm of the numeric attributes.
The results of the above experiments are shown in Table 5.1, Table 5.2, Table 5.3, an Table 5.4.
jRip, OneR, C4.5, and Ridor always have the lowest PD’s and PF’s. This is an equal combination
of both locality and non-locality based classifiers. The remaining classifiers, LWL, Clump, and
Naive Bayes, are all variations of Naive Bayes. Of these three classifiers, Clump and LWL are
locality based classifiers. With the exception of the PF’s in Table 5.2, Clump and Naive Bayes
have the statistically highest PD’s and PF’s. This leaves LWL to be statistically in-between the two
groups. In Table 5.2, Clump, Naive Bayes, and LWL are statistically the same.
Numeric attributes, also known as continuous attributes, pose several problems. One possible
problem is an uneven distribution of values within an attributes. When this occurs, applying a
logarithmic filter can help to even out the distribution across the whole space of input [12, 33, 53,
59]. When comparing Table 5.3(with log filter) to Table 5.1(without log filter) and Table 5.4(with
log filter) to Table 5.2(without log filter), you can see that all of the classifiers have the same, or
near the same, PD and PF’s. The only exceptions are Naive Bayes and Clump1. Turhan showed
that applying a log filter to the data can help increase the PD’s of Naive Bayes drastically [64].
He also noted that the PF’s would rise high enough to make the resulting model unusable in most
situations.
Looking at the difference between the Within Company and the Cross Company results, in
1As described in §3.1, the classification algorithm used by Clump is Naive Bayes, so Clump’s similarity to Naive
Bayes was expected.
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contrast to prior work [63,64,72], the PD and PF’s show no significant difference. Historically, us-
ing Cross-Company data significantly raises both the PD and PF’s. This is shown when looking at
both the defective and non-defective modules, but not when looking at just the defective modules.
I will explore this further in Chapter 6.
If using local data in the classification process improved the classification performance of the
locality based classifiers, I would expect to see the majority of the locality based classifiers towards
the top of both the PD and the PF charts in Table 5.1 - Table 5.4. I would also presumably see an
increase in PD and decrease in PF in the Within Company tables(Table 5.1 and Table 5.3) over the
Cross Company tables(Table 5.2 and Table 5.4) because of the increase in non local data seen in
the Cross Company tests. This effect is not demonstrated here.
5.2 Locality By Relevancy Filtering
In this section, the Burak relevancy filter is explored. This filter is applied to the ten datasets
listed in §4.1.2. The datasets used in this section are the modified datasets used by Turhan et
al. [64]. AR3, AR4, and AR5 each share 29 common attributes. The remaining 7 datasets share 19
common attributes. These are shown in Figure 5.1. This experiment will compare the performance
of Naive Bayes, Ridor, OneR, RIPPER, LWL, Clump, and C4.5 with and without the Burak filter
being applied to the training set. The algorithm will be applied to both the Within Company and
the Cross Company datasets. Although Turhan only explored the datasets after the logarithm of
all numerics were taken, I will show the results for the base numerics as well as for the logged
numerics.
The majority of the results show that the Burak filter do not show a statistical difference. These
are shown at the end of the chapter in Table 5.31 - Table 5.52. There were 6 outliers, mainly focus-
ing on Naive Bayes2 and Clump3. Naive Bayes and Clump, when they do not perform statistically
2Table 5.6, Table 5.7, and Table 5.9
3Table 5.5 and Table 5.8
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Clump 1 0.0 30.0 42.9 63.6 100.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 30.0 39.4 54.5 100.0 u
LWL-5 2 0.0 18.8 34.8 50.0 100.0 u
LWL-25 2 0.0 18.2 33.3 45.5 100.0 u
LWL-10 2 0.0 16.7 33.3 46.2 100.0 u
LWL-50 2 0.0 20.0 32.9 50.0 100.0 u
J48 3 0.0 12.5 29.4 50.0 100.0 u
jRip 4 0.0 11.8 25.0 42.9 100.0 u
OneR 5 0.0 0.0 18.2 33.3 100.0 u
Ridor 6 0.0 0.0 10.0 33.3 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Ridor 1 0.0 0.0 1.2 6.2 66.7 u
jRip 2 0.0 0.6 3.5 8.6 60.0 u
OneR 2 0.0 0.5 3.5 6.7 50.0 u
J48 3 0.0 1.0 4.5 10.0 66.7 u
LWL-50 4 0.0 1.9 5.3 8.7 60.0 u
LWL-25 5 0.0 4.1 6.7 11.0 50.0 u
LWL-5 6 0.0 4.4 7.5 13.0 50.0 u
LWL-10 7 0.0 5.3 8.1 13.4 50.0 u
Naive Bayes 6 0.0 5.2 8.3 12.5 60.0 u
Clump 8 0.0 6.8 11.3 15.3 100.0 u
Table 5.1: Results of Within Company with no preprocessing
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Naive Bayes 1 6.8 29.9 40.8 55.8 61.3 u
Clump 1 17.2 29.0 39.5 61.2 67.5 u
LWL-25 2 4.8 11.5 29.0 36.4 46.9 u
LWL-50 4 2.3 9.6 25.8 28.6 36.4 u
LWL-10 3 9.5 15.4 25.8 34.7 44.9 u
LWL-5 3 9.3 11.8 24.5 32.3 40.2 u
jRip 5 3.2 11.3 18.2 26.2 40.8 u
J48 5 6.5 12.9 16.3 21.6 32.7 u
OneR 6 3.2 6.5 9.6 16.3 27.6 u
Ridor 7 0.0 0.0 3.2 6.6 22.4 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Ridor 1 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.6 4.9 u
OneR 2 0.7 1.3 2.4 6.4 16.4 u
jRip 2 0.5 1.6 4.3 5.5 10.6 u
J48 3 1.2 2.2 5.6 8.7 22.8 u
LWL-50 4 0.5 5.7 11.1 13.9 20.0 u
LWL-25 4 2.2 7.7 11.6 15.6 21.2 u
Clump 4 1.8 2.7 11.6 30.3 35.9 u
Naive Bayes 4 1.1 1.4 12.1 14.8 33.3 u
LWL-10 4 3.6 7.8 12.8 16.2 22.3 u
LWL-5 4 4.1 7.4 13.4 17.3 22.2 u
Table 5.2: Results of Cross Company with no preprocessing
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 66.7 80.0 90.0 100.0 u
Clump 2 0.0 50.0 71.4 83.3 100.0 u
LWL-25 3 0.0 20.0 37.5 50.0 100.0 u
LWL-10 4 0.0 20.0 37.5 50.0 100.0 u
LWL-5 4 0.0 20.0 35.7 50.0 100.0 u
LWL-50 5 0.0 16.7 33.3 50.0 100.0 u
J48 5 0.0 14.3 29.7 50.0 100.0 u
jRip 6 0.0 8.3 27.1 50.0 100.0 u
OneR 7 0.0 0.0 16.9 37.5 100.0 u
Ridor 8 0.0 0.0 13.2 33.3 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Ridor 1 0.0 0.0 1.2 5.6 50.0 u
OneR 2 0.0 0.5 2.8 8.3 50.0 u
jRip 2 0.0 0.5 3.5 8.6 50.0 u
J48 2 0.0 1.0 3.6 9.4 52.2 u
LWL-50 3 0.0 2.2 5.6 9.1 40.0 u
LWL-25 4 0.0 3.5 7.3 11.1 41.2 u
LWL-5 5 0.0 4.7 8.3 12.9 50.0 u
LWL-10 6 0.0 5.0 8.4 13.3 33.3 u
Clump 7 0.0 19.8 29.3 34.8 100.0 u
Naive Bayes 8 0.0 28.9 36.4 44.8 72.7 u
Table 5.3: Results of the Within-Company tests with logging the numerics
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Naive Bayes 1 57.5 73.1 85.7 93.0 100.0 u
Clump 1 44.9 73.1 83.7 86.0 96.7 u
LWL-25 2 4.7 21.8 28.8 34.7 43.3 u
LWL-5 2 14.0 17.6 28.6 34.2 53.3 u
LWL-10 2 14.0 17.6 27.1 35.1 63.3 u
LWL-50 2 2.3 20.8 25.0 32.7 50.0 u
jRip 3 0.0 7.0 17.5 27.1 44.9 u
J48 3 3.2 13.3 16.3 21.6 29.9 u
OneR 4 3.2 5.8 9.3 16.3 27.6 u
Ridor 5 0.0 0.0 2.0 9.6 26.5 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Ridor 1 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.9 5.6 u
OneR 2 1.2 1.3 2.4 7.1 16.4 u
jRip 2 0.0 1.4 3.3 6.5 16.6 u
J48 2 0.7 2.2 5.5 11.1 18.1 u
LWL-25 3 2.4 7.2 10.0 28.5 29.2 u
LWL-50 3 1.7 5.8 10.6 21.2 24.0 u
LWL-5 3 6.3 6.6 11.1 23.5 29.7 u
LWL-10 3 4.8 6.4 13.4 28.8 31.1 u
Clump 4 12.4 28.5 45.1 56.3 60.9 u
Naive Bayes 5 19.0 46.8 47.8 80.1 81.2 u
Table 5.4: Results of the Cross-Company tests with logging the numerics
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Attribute AR3 AR4 AR5 CM1 KC1 KC2 KC3 MC2 MW1 PC1
Lines of Code (LoC) X X X X X X X X X X
Lines of Comments X X X X X X X X X X
LoC + Lines of Comments X X X X X X X X X X
Executable Lines of Code X X X X X X X X X X
Unique Operands X X X X X X X X X X
Unique Operators X X X X X X X X X X
Total Operands X X X X X X X X X X
Total Operators X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Vocabulary X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Volume X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Level X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Difficulty X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Effort X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Error X X X X X X X X X X
Halstead Time X X X X X X X X X X
Branch Count X X X X X X X X X X
Cyclomatic Complexity X X X X X X X X X X
Cyclomatic Density X X X X X X X X X X
Design Complexity X X X X X X X X X X
Blank Lines of Code X X X
Decision Count X X X
Call Pairs X X X
Condition Count X X X
Multiple Condition Count X X X
Decision Density X X X
Design Density X X X
Normalized Cylc. Complex. X X X
Format Parameters X X X
Figure 5.1: Attributes used in datasets for Clustering and Burak experiments
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Clump with Brurak Filter 1 0.0 33.3 45.0 60.0 100.0 u
Clump 1 0.0 33.3 44.4 60.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Clump 1 0.0 6.9 11.4 15.9 100.0 u
Clump with Brurak Filter 2 0.0 8.3 12.3 16.9 70.0 u
Table 5.5: Burak Filter results of Within Company with no preprocessing - Clump
the same with and with applying the Burak filter, perform better without the Burak filter than with
it. There is a single example where the Burak filter improves the performance of a classifier, OneR.
This is shown in Table 5.10.
This filter finds the data from the training dataset that is nearest to the testing dataset. It ac-
complishes this by finding the K nearest training instances to each testing instance. Once all the
instances are gathered, any duplicates are removed. Applying this filter helps to remove the irrel-
evant instances, or noise, from the training set, leaving only the local data to train a classification
model. If locality improves software defect prediction, by reducing the irrelevant examples in the
training set, the performance of each classifier should improve. As shown in Table 5.31 - Ta-
ble 5.52, Table 5.6, Table 5.7, Table 5.9, Table 5.5, Table 5.8, and Table 5.10, the performance of
each algorithm either remains the same or even decreases when the Burak filter is applied.
Because of the results shown in §4.2.1, I conclude that the defective modules in the software
defect prediction datasets do not contain the internal structure necessary to take advantage of the
nearest neighbor portion of Locally Weighted Learning.
5.3 Locality By Clustering
In this section, two clustering algorithms will be explored: Greedy Agglomerative Clustering and
K-Means. These two clusterers are applied to eight Within-Company datasets: AR3, AR4, AR5,
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Naive Bayes with Bruak Filter 1 0.0 31.2 42.3 60.0 100.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 30.4 41.2 57.1 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 5.7 9.2 13.3 50.0 u
Naive Bayes with Bruak Filter 2 0.0 6.4 10.0 14.3 40.0 u
Table 5.6: Burak Filter results of Within Company with no preprocessing - Naive Bayes
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Naive Bayes 1 7.4 27.3 31.2 46.5 61.3 u
Naive Bayes with Bruak Filter 2 20.6 21.5 27.9 36.5 48.4 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Naive Bayes with Bruak Filter 1 1.2 3.5 6.7 10.0 12.0 u
Naive Bayes 2 1.1 3.5 9.2 12.0 33.3 u
Table 5.7: Burak Filter results of Cross Company with no preprocessing - Naive Bayes
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Clump 1 45.2 64.5 73.5 83.7 93.5 u
Clump with Brurak Filter 2 48.8 53.5 65.4 73.5 81.3 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Clump with Brurak Filter 1 13.8 17.6 25.1 41.1 49.1 u
Clump 2 12.5 24.8 35.5 47.2 60.9 u
Table 5.8: Burak Filter results of Cross Company after logging numerics - Clump
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Naive Bayes 1 57.8 65.3 77.6 88.4 100.0 u
Naive Bayes with Bruak Filter 2 64.5 65.0 67.3 84.9 88.4 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Naive Bayes with Bruak Filter 1 24.3 33.0 37.4 48.1 61.2 u
Naive Bayes 2 19.0 35.7 46.8 54.1 81.4 u
Table 5.9: Burak Filter results of Cross Company after logging numerics - Naive Bayes
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
OneR with Burak Filter 1 0.0 7.7 20.9 22.6 29.0 u
OneR 2 0.0 7.5 15.0 21.2 29.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
OneR 1 0.7 1.3 3.6 6.2 17.7 u
OneR with Burak Filter 1 0.7 1.3 3.7 5.4 17.7 u




for each instance in data
cluster = model.search(instance)
cluster.assign(instance)




Figure 5.2: Pseudo code of Merging a Classifier and a Clusterer
CM1, KC1, KC2, KC3, MW1, and MC2. PC1 was omitted from this experiment because of the
number of instances contained in it. Greedy Agglomerative Clustering runs in O(n2) time, and
made running it on PC1 time prohibitive. For this same reason Cross-Company datasets are also
omitted. PC1 and Cross-Company are also omitted from the experiment on K-Means to maintain
an even ground. The datasets used in this section are the modified datasets used by Turhan et
al. [64]. AR3, AR4, and AR5 each share 29 common attributes. The remaining 6 datasets share 19
common attributes. These are shown in Figure 5.1.
The results for K-Means and Greedy Agglomerative Clustering are generated by augmenting
the clustering algorithms with a standard Naive Bayes classifier as shown in Figure 5.2. Each clus-
tering algorithm is trained using the standard training set. Next, the testing instances are assigned
to the nearest4 cluster. Finally an instance of Naive Bayes is trained for each cluster using the
training data assigned to the cluster. Each instance instance in the training set is assigned to the
nearest cluster, and classified using the Naive Bayes model for the nearest cluster.
4The nearest cluster is determined by an algorithm specific function
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5.3.1 Greedy Agglomerative Clustering
This section compares the results of Naive Bayes versus Naive Bayes augmented by Greedy Ag-
glomerative Clustering. Greedy Agglomerative clustering creates clusters of varying size, and each
can be as small as one instance. When classifying, each testing instance is run down the cluster tree
created by GAC. Starting at the root node, the testing instance is passed to the sub-cluster that has
the smalled Euclidean distance between the testing instance and the cluster centroid. This process
continues until a leaf node is reached. The testing instance is then walked back up the tree until
a minimum number of examples are met. Three different minimum values are explored: 10, 25,
and 50 instances. In this section, Naive Bayes empirically represents an instance of GAC with a
minimum cluster size equal to the size of the dataset.
In all examples(Table 5.11 - Table 5.19), Naive Bayes has a statistically higher or equal PD
when compared to Naive Bayes augmented by GAC. There exists two cases where Naive Bayes’
PD is statistically the same with and without GAC: AR3(Table 5.11) and AR5(Table 5.13). These
two datasets have 63 and 36 instances respectively. With 20% used for testing, there are only 50
and 28 instances available for training. Because of the limited training sets available, GAC with a
minimum cluster size of 50 and 25 for AR5, and GAC with a minimum cluster size of 50 for AR3
are identical to Naive Bayes.
Following the same pattern shown in §5.1, As the PD rises, the PF also rises in a statistically
proportional amount. This leads to Naive Bayes having the highest, the statistically worst, PF
when compared to GAC. The same lack of support issue shown for the PD in the above paragraph
is also demonstrated here. There is also one instance where Naive Bayes does not have the worst
performing PF5.
The number of instances used to train the Naive Bayes classifier has a direct impact on the
performance of the resulting model. As the minimum cluster size decreases, the PD also decreases.
Likewise, as the minimum cluster size decreases, the PF also decreases.
5This is on MC2(Table 5.18), where GAC with a cluster size of 25 has a higher PF than Naive Bayes.
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 1 0.0 0.0 25.0 66.7 100.0 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 1 0.0 0.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 0.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.1 44.4 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 3 0.0 20.0 27.3 33.3 66.7 u
Naive Bayes 3 0.0 20.0 27.3 33.3 66.7 u
Table 5.11: Naive Bayes with and without Greedy Agglomerative Clustering on AR3
If locality held true, only the non-relevant instances would have been pruned. It could be
argued that, especially with GAC (Minimum Cluster Size of 10), that there are not enough in-
stances included in the training set, and that relevant instances are omitted. With GAC (Minimum
Clusters Size of 50), it could be assured that all or most relevant instances are included in the
training set. If they are not, then the local data is not the relevant data. Looking at all 8 datasets
together(Table 5.20), the pattern demonstrated by each dataset individually, clearly shows the de-
crease in in both PD and PF as the number of training instances are reduced.
5.3.2 K-Means
This section continues the exploration of augmenting Naive Bayes with a clustering pre processor.
After Greedy Agglomerative Clustering, I chose to examine K-Means. Three different values of K
are used: 10, 25, and 50. This means that 10, 25, and 50 clusters are initially created, although for
smaller datasets like KC3(Table 5.27) and AR5(Table 5.23) less clusters are used. In this section,
Naive Bayes empirically represents an implementation of K-Means where K = 1.
When classifying the testing data, each cluster trains a Naive Bayes classifier with the training
data assigned to it. Each testing instance is assigned to the nearest cluster, with nearest being
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 3 0.0 0.0 12.5 50.0 100.0 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 2 0.0 16.7 37.5 71.4 100.0 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 2 0.0 33.3 57.1 83.3 100.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 33.3 60.0 66.7 100.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 1 0.0 0.0 6.2 22.2 47.4 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 2 0.0 15.8 22.2 28.6 47.4 u
Naive Bayes 3 7.7 26.7 27.8 35.3 58.8 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 4 0.0 46.7 64.7 75.0 94.1 u
Table 5.12: Naive Bayes with and without Greedy Agglomerative Clustering on AR4
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 1 0.0 0.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 1 0.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 1 0.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 40.0 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 1 0.0 0.0 16.7 25.0 42.9 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 1 0.0 0.0 16.7 25.0 42.9 u
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 0.0 16.7 25.0 42.9 u
Table 5.13: Naive Bayes with and without Greedy Agglomerative Clustering on AR5
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 2 0.0 0.0 6.7 15.4 50.0 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 2 0.0 0.0 8.3 20.0 55.6 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 2 0.0 0.0 13.3 27.3 80.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 50.0 69.2 75.0 84.6 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 1 0.0 2.3 4.3 7.0 19.8 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 1 1.1 4.3 5.7 8.0 16.9 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 2 3.2 10.1 14.3 19.1 43.2 u
Naive Bayes 3 21.7 33.0 37.0 40.2 46.1 u
Table 5.14: Naive Bayes with and without Greedy Agglomerative Clustering on CM1
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 4 22.6 28.6 34.3 38.2 60.7 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 3 23.5 28.1 37.1 44.1 49.2 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 2 28.3 36.5 41.4 45.2 61.8 u
Naive Bayes 1 77.6 85.7 87.3 90.9 96.7 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 1 6.0 6.5 7.7 9.4 16.1 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 2 8.1 10.5 11.7 13.5 15.3 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 3 8.7 12.9 14.0 16.5 20.5 u
Naive Bayes 4 41.3 42.4 44.0 46.8 50.3 u
Table 5.15: Naive Bayes with and without Greedy Agglomerative Clustering on KC1
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 3 12.0 28.6 34.8 40.0 60.0 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 3 22.2 31.6 40.0 47.8 73.3 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 2 36.8 52.2 63.6 69.6 87.5 u
Naive Bayes 1 66.7 73.7 78.9 86.4 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 1 2.5 6.5 8.8 10.1 17.9 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 2 6.0 7.4 11.2 14.6 27.4 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 3 7.5 12.2 17.6 19.5 45.0 u
Naive Bayes 4 23.3 28.0 32.6 35.4 42.9 u
Table 5.16: Naive Bayes with and without Greedy Agglomerative Clustering on KC2
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 3 0.0 0.0 11.1 16.7 55.6 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 3 0.0 0.0 16.7 30.0 66.7 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 2 0.0 16.7 30.0 40.0 66.7 u
Naive Bayes 1 57.1 71.4 85.7 91.7 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 1 1.2 3.5 4.9 12.0 19.8 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 1 3.6 5.1 8.4 10.6 16.9 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 2 3.8 10.5 12.0 14.1 26.2 u
Naive Bayes 3 27.1 31.0 32.6 37.6 45.2 u
Table 5.17: Naive Bayes with and without Greedy Agglomerative Clustering on KC3
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 4 8.3 20.0 33.3 41.7 66.7 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 3 33.3 41.7 55.6 70.0 84.6 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 2 42.9 50.0 60.0 66.7 88.9 u
Naive Bayes 1 50.0 55.6 66.7 75.0 90.9 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 1 5.6 16.7 26.1 30.8 52.6 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 2 20.0 30.0 33.3 42.3 63.2 u
Naive Bayes 3 30.0 38.9 42.9 50.0 61.5 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 4 8.7 36.4 44.4 52.2 71.4 u
Table 5.18: Naive Bayes with and without Greedy Agglomerative Clustering on MC2
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.7 33.3 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 3 0.0 0.0 12.5 33.3 80.0 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 2 0.0 0.0 33.3 50.0 83.3 u
Naive Bayes 1 20.0 50.0 60.0 66.7 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 1 0.0 1.3 2.7 5.2 10.5 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 1 0.0 2.6 2.9 4.0 13.5 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 2 0.0 5.2 6.8 9.0 26.0 u
Naive Bayes 3 20.3 24.7 29.3 31.0 37.7 u
Table 5.19: Naive Bayes with and without Greedy Agglomerative Clustering on MW1
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 4 0.0 0.0 22.2 38.9 100.0 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 3 0.0 12.5 35.7 55.6 100.0 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 2 0.0 20.0 44.4 66.7 100.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 62.5 77.8 90.9 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 10) 1 0.0 2.3 6.7 14.1 52.6 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 25) 2 0.0 5.3 10.5 25.0 94.1 u
GAC (Min. Cluster size of 50) 3 0.0 10.7 17.1 26.9 66.7 u
Naive Bayes 4 0.0 27.8 33.3 41.7 66.7 u
Table 5.20: Naive Bayes with and without Greedy Agglomerative Clustering on all 8 datasets
defined as the cluster that has the smalled Euclidean distance between the testing instance and the
cluster centroid.
The results of the K-Means tests show amazing uniformity in the Mann Whitney Wilcoxin
ranks. Table 5.21 - Table 5.29 shows these results. Naive Bayes has the highest ranked Probability
of Detection and the lowest ranked Probability of False Alarm of all 4 classifiers. As for K-Means,
for each dataset, as well as for the overall look over all 8 datasets, the median Probability of
Detection and Probability of False Alarm falls as K increases. This proportional drop in PD and
PF is similar to the reports in §5.1. There are several datasets which show a median PD and PF
of 0. This is attributed to the smaller sizes of the datasets and/or a reduced number of defective
modules in the testing dataset.
K-Means, when used as a pre-processing filter for Naive Bayes, functions by creating a Naive
Bayes training module for each cluster, and classifying the testing data on the module for each
instances nearest cluster. This follows the concept of locality by training on only the local data.
If the concept of locality, that local data should improve classification performance, held true,
there should have been a proportional increase in PD or decrease in PF as the number of clusters
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increased6. Table 5.30 clearly shows a proportional decrease in both PD and PF.
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 25 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 100.0 u
K-Means K = 10 1 0.0 0.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 u
K-Means K = 50 1 0.0 0.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 0.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 10 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.1 70.0 u
K-Means K = 25 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.7 33.3 u
K-Means K = 50 1 0.0 0.0 9.1 16.7 70.0 u
Naive Bayes 2 0.0 14.3 30.8 33.3 70.0 u
Table 5.21: Naive Bayes with and without K-Means on AR3
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 25 2 0.0 0.0 25.0 50.0 100.0 u
K-Means K = 10 2 0.0 20.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 u
K-Means K = 50 2 0.0 16.7 50.0 50.0 100.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 66.7 75.0 100.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 25 1 0.0 5.9 11.1 17.6 38.1 u
K-Means K = 50 1 0.0 5.9 12.5 20.0 43.8 u
K-Means K = 10 1 0.0 6.7 15.0 23.8 52.9 u
Naive Bayes 2 11.8 23.5 30.0 38.9 53.3 u
Table 5.22: Naive Bayes with and without K-Means on AR4
6Each dataset has a theoretical maximum number of clusters that act to reduce the intra cluster variance. Once
this number of clusters is reached, one can expect the classification performance to decrease
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 0.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 u
K-Means K = 10 1 0.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 u
K-Means K = 25 1 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 u
K-Means K = 50 1 0.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 10 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 60.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 0.0 14.3 20.0 50.0 u
K-Means K = 25 1 0.0 0.0 16.7 28.6 60.0 u
K-Means K = 50 1 0.0 0.0 16.7 28.6 60.0 u
Table 5.23: Naive Bayes with and without K-Means on AR5
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, I have explored three different methods of adding locality to the classification
process. Although each of these methods should improve the classification performance, I have
shown that each set of results violates the primary tenant of locality:
By removing non-relevant data, classification performance should improve.
In the next chapter, I will examine these results, and give our recommendations. Next I will look at
the state and benefit of locality when used for software defect prediction. I will also examine what
future research is needed for software defect prediction.
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 50 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.2 90.0 u
K-Means K = 10 2 0.0 12.5 25.0 40.0 100.0 u
K-Means K = 25 2 0.0 12.5 25.0 33.3 76.9 u
Naive Bayes 1 42.9 66.7 76.9 85.7 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 50 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.6 50.0 u
K-Means K = 25 2 0.0 4.5 6.8 10.1 34.1 u
K-Means K = 10 3 0.0 9.9 12.8 15.6 44.6 u
Naive Bayes 4 28.1 33.0 34.1 38.6 50.0 u
Table 5.24: Naive Bayes with and without K-Means on CM1
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 25 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 92.7 u
K-Means K = 50 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 89.4 u
K-Means K = 10 2 0.0 0.0 37.3 42.9 82.8 u
Naive Bayes 1 80.8 86.3 88.4 89.7 95.5 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 25 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 47.3 u
K-Means K = 50 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 44.1 u
K-Means K = 10 2 0.0 0.0 17.2 20.6 48.4 u
Naive Bayes 3 39.8 42.7 44.1 46.6 51.8 u
Table 5.25: Naive Bayes with and without K-Means on KC1
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 25 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 86.2 u
K-Means K = 50 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 84.6 u
K-Means K = 10 2 0.0 0.0 37.5 53.8 73.3 u
Naive Bayes 1 66.7 76.5 78.9 84.6 94.1 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 25 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 36.7 u
K-Means K = 50 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 39.8 u
K-Means K = 10 2 0.0 0.0 14.5 21.0 31.8 u
Naive Bayes 3 20.0 26.8 30.0 35.9 41.6 u
Table 5.26: Naive Bayes with and without K-Means on KC2
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 25 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 100.0 u
K-Means K = 50 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 57.1 u
K-Means K = 10 2 0.0 0.0 40.0 100.0 100.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 57.1 75.0 88.9 100.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 25 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.2 38.6 u
K-Means K = 50 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 u
K-Means K = 10 2 0.0 2.4 10.5 27.7 48.2 u
Naive Bayes 3 24.4 30.4 34.2 35.8 48.2 u
Table 5.27: Naive Bayes with and without K-Means on KC3
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 25 4 0.0 18.2 35.7 46.2 77.8 u
K-Means K = 50 3 0.0 33.3 46.2 55.6 100.0 u
K-Means K = 10 2 9.1 41.7 58.3 75.0 100.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 12.5 50.0 64.3 80.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 25 1 0.0 15.0 23.8 28.6 47.4 u
K-Means K = 50 1 0.0 16.7 23.8 43.5 70.0 u
K-Means K = 10 1 9.5 21.7 35.0 45.5 70.0 u
Naive Bayes 2 23.8 33.3 45.5 50.0 78.9 u
Table 5.28: Naive Bayes with and without K-Means on MC2
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 25 3 0.0 0.0 14.3 40.0 75.0 u
K-Means K = 50 3 0.0 0.0 14.3 50.0 100.0 u
K-Means K = 10 2 0.0 28.6 40.0 60.0 100.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 28.6 50.0 62.5 71.4 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 50 1 0.0 0.0 3.9 9.7 42.3 u
K-Means K = 25 1 0.0 0.0 5.3 8.1 27.0 u
K-Means K = 10 2 0.0 5.5 8.1 22.7 42.3 u
Naive Bayes 3 20.8 25.3 27.0 30.1 43.8 u
Table 5.29: Naive Bayes with and without K-Means on MW1
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 25 3 0.0 0.0 20.0 50.0 100.0 u
K-Means K = 50 3 0.0 0.0 25.0 54.5 100.0 u
K-Means K = 10 2 0.0 16.7 50.0 100.0 100.0 u
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 61.5 78.9 90.9 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
K-Means K = 50 1 0.0 0.0 5.6 20.0 70.0 u
K-Means K = 25 1 0.0 0.0 6.2 20.0 60.0 u
K-Means K = 10 2 0.0 0.0 11.4 24.8 70.0 u
Naive Bayes 3 0.0 27.0 33.3 42.1 78.9 u
Table 5.30: Naive Bayes with and without K-Means on all 8 datasets
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-50 with Burak Filter 1 0.0 16.7 31.0 50.0 100.0 u
LWL-50 1 0.0 16.7 30.8 50.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-50 with Burak Filter 1 0.0 2.4 5.6 9.9 40.0 u
LWL-50 1 0.0 2.4 5.6 10.0 40.0 u
Table 5.31: Burak Filter results of Within Company with no preprocessing - LWL with a k of 50
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
J48 1 0.0 12.5 28.8 49.1 100.0 u
J48 with Burak Filter 1 0.0 11.1 27.7 47.1 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
J48 with Burak Filter 1 0.0 1.3 4.5 10.0 66.7 u
J48 1 0.0 1.2 4.7 10.0 66.7 u
Table 5.32: Burak Filter results of Within Company with no preprocessing - J48
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
jRip 1 0.0 6.2 25.0 44.4 100.0 u
jRip with Burak Filter 1 0.0 4.8 23.1 44.4 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
jRip with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 3.3 7.5 40.9 u
jRip 1 0.0 0.5 3.7 8.6 66.7 u
Table 5.33: Burak Filter results of Within Company with no preprocessing - jRip
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
OneR 1 0.0 0.0 18.2 40.0 100.0 u
OneR with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 18.2 40.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
OneR with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 3.4 7.1 50.0 u
OneR 1 0.0 0.0 3.6 7.0 50.0 u
Table 5.34: Burak Filter results of Within Company with no preprocessing - OneR
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Ridor 1 0.0 0.0 10.0 36.4 100.0 u
Ridor with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 8.3 33.3 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Ridor with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 1.2 6.0 42.9 u
Ridor 1 0.0 0.0 1.2 6.7 66.7 u
Table 5.35: Burak Filter results of Within Company with no preprocessing - Ridor
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Clump 1 0.0 54.5 71.4 84.6 100.0 u
Clump with Brurak Filter 1 0.0 55.6 71.4 85.7 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Clump with Brurak Filter 1 0.0 20.0 28.6 33.8 71.2 u
Clump 1 0.0 20.0 28.8 33.5 71.2 u
Table 5.36: Burak Filter results of Within Company after logging numerics - Clump
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 63.2 80.0 89.7 100.0 u
Naive Bayes with Bruak Filter 1 0.0 60.0 80.0 88.9 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Naive Bayes with Bruak Filter 1 0.0 28.6 34.9 42.6 60.7 u
Naive Bayes 1 0.0 29.2 35.9 43.1 63.7 u
Table 5.37: Burak Filter results of Within Company after logging numerics - Naive Bayes
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-50 with Burak Filter 1 0.0 14.3 29.2 50.0 100.0 u
LWL-50 1 0.0 14.3 28.6 50.0 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-50 1 0.0 2.5 6.1 10.6 41.2 u
LWL-50 with Burak Filter 1 0.0 2.7 6.2 10.5 41.2 u
Table 5.38: Burak Filter results of Within Company after logging numerics - LWL with a k of 50
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
J48 1 0.0 10.0 26.7 44.4 100.0 u
J48 with Burak Filter 1 0.0 9.1 25.0 45.8 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
J48 with Burak Filter 1 0.0 1.0 4.2 9.6 44.0 u
J48 1 0.0 1.1 4.7 10.0 44.0 u
Table 5.39: Burak Filter results of Within Company after logging numerics - J48
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
jRip 1 0.0 0.0 24.2 44.4 100.0 u
jRip with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 23.8 44.4 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
jRip with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 3.6 8.8 41.2 u
jRip 1 0.0 0.0 3.7 8.3 41.2 u
Table 5.40: Burak Filter results of Within Company after logging numerics - jRip
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
OneR 1 0.0 0.0 19.0 36.8 100.0 u
OneR with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 18.6 36.8 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
OneR with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.5 3.7 8.0 36.0 u
OneR 1 0.0 0.5 3.7 8.0 40.0 u
Table 5.41: Burak Filter results of Within Company after logging numerics - OneR
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Ridor 1 0.0 0.0 10.0 33.3 100.0 u
Ridor with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 10.0 35.7 100.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Ridor with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 1.2 6.7 60.0 u
Ridor 1 0.0 0.0 1.2 7.4 60.0 u
Table 5.42: Burak Filter results of Within Company after logging numerics - Ridor
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Clump 1 17.5 32.6 44.9 59.2 67.5 u
Clump with Brurak Filter 1 29.0 32.6 44.9 53.1 59.7 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Clump 1 1.8 6.5 11.6 23.7 35.9 u
Clump with Brurak Filter 1 5.3 6.5 14.3 22.5 32.6 u
Table 5.43: Burak Filter results of Cross Company with no preprocessing - Clump
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-50 1 0.0 15.4 25.8 29.0 40.3 u
LWL-50 with Burak Filter 1 0.0 15.4 22.5 28.0 40.3 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-50 with Burak Filter 1 0.7 6.3 9.7 15.0 19.3 u
LWL-50 1 0.5 6.3 10.5 14.8 19.4 u
Table 5.44: Burak Filter results of Cross Company with no preprocessing - LWL with a k of 50
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
J48 1 0.0 12.3 16.3 23.4 42.9 u
J48 with Burak Filter 1 0.0 1.9 15.7 23.4 42.9 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
J48 with Burak Filter 1 0.5 2.8 4.1 13.2 25.2 u
J48 1 0.5 2.8 5.5 11.2 25.2 u
Table 5.45: Burak Filter results of Cross Company with no preprocessing - J48
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
jRip 1 0.0 11.9 19.6 28.6 44.9 u
jRip with Burak Filter 1 0.0 7.7 18.4 27.1 39.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
jRip 1 0.0 2.2 4.6 5.6 13.7 u
jRip with Burak Filter 1 0.0 2.2 4.7 5.6 13.7 u
Table 5.46: Burak Filter results of Cross Company with no preprocessing - jRip
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
OneR 1 3.2 7.5 10.3 16.7 32.3 u
OneR with Burak Filter 1 5.8 7.7 9.5 24.5 32.3 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
OneR 1 0.7 1.9 2.8 7.1 16.8 u
OneR with Burak Filter 1 1.2 1.9 3.2 7.1 16.8 u
Table 5.47: Burak Filter results of Cross Company with no preprocessing - OneR
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Ridor 1 0.0 0.0 3.9 11.6 39.0 u
Ridor with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 3.9 11.7 39.0 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Ridor 1 0.0 0.0 0.7 2.3 16.2 u
Ridor with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 0.8 3.0 13.1 u
Table 5.48: Burak Filter results of Cross Company with no preprocessing - Ridor
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-50 1 2.3 19.0 22.4 28.6 48.4 u
LWL-50 with Burak Filter 1 11.6 18.1 21.2 28.6 41.9 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
LWL-50 with Burak Filter 1 1.2 4.5 9.3 17.4 20.8 u
LWL-50 1 1.2 5.9 10.6 17.7 24.0 u
Table 5.49: Burak Filter results of Within Company after logging numerics - LWL with a k of 50
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
J48 1 2.3 11.3 16.3 21.6 73.5 u
J48 with Burak Filter 1 2.3 9.6 15.0 20.4 73.5 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
J48 with Burak Filter 1 0.2 2.8 5.5 10.2 39.5 u
J48 1 0.2 2.8 5.6 10.2 39.5 u
Table 5.50: Burak Filter results of Within Company after logging numerics - J48
PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
jRip 1 0.0 3.2 14.1 31.1 42.9 u
jRip with Burak Filter 1 0.0 2.0 12.3 35.5 42.9 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
jRip with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 2.8 9.4 15.2 u
jRip 1 0.0 0.9 3.1 5.9 15.3 u
Table 5.51: Burak Filter results of Within Company after logging numerics - jRip
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PD Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Ridor 1 0.0 0.0 3.2 11.8 36.4 u
Ridor with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 3.2 14.5 36.4 u
PF Quartile
Learner Rank min q1 median q3 max Quartile
Ridor 1 0.0 0.0 0.8 2.7 10.6 u
Ridor with Burak Filter 1 0.0 0.0 1.8 4.0 10.6 u




This chapter contains 3 different sections. First, in §6.1, a brief overview of software defect predic-
tion and the concept of locality. That section will also cover what this thesis demonstrated. Second,
in §6.2, I will comment on the current state of locality in software defect prediction. Finally, in
§6.3, I will explore the future work. The future work section includes the additions that can be
made to Clump to attempt to improve it’s classification performance and user feedback. That sec-
tion also includes what additional experimentation or algorithm research is needed to further the
field of software defect prediction.
6.1 Overview
This thesis studied the concept of locality as it pertains to software defect prediction. Software
defect prediction is the process of predicting which modules, or functions, in a software project
are defective. The purpose of software defect prediction is to reduce the cost and time required to
detect defects. This is accomplished by using statistics taken from the source code called Software
Code Metrics. Code Metrics are an attempt to capture the complexity, structure, and error prone-
ness of a module within a series of numbers. These can represent such things as the number of
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lines of code, the number of operators, the number of variables, and the design complexity of the
module. The code metrics are gathered for each module in the software project, and, along with
the defect data collected during development thus far, become a dataset.
A subset of a dataset1, such as the NASA and SoftLab datasets, are passed to a classifier. The
classifier attempts to create an accurate model of the training data. This model is then used to
classify the testing dataset as defective or non-defective.
In classification, locality is often used in an attempt to improve the classification performance
of various algorithms. Local data is training data semantically close to the data which is used for
classification. Locality states that by using local data to classify on, the irrelevant and noisy data is
avoided. In Chapter 5 I show the results of many different studies that demonstrate the usefulness
of locality in software defect prediction. In the next section, I will comment on those results, and
detail the state of locality in software defect prediction.
6.2 The State of Locality Based Learning in Defect Prediction
In this thesis I have demonstrated that, although beneficial in areas other than software defect
prediction, locality does not help when classifying defective modules in software defect prediction.
I approached locality from several different areas:
1. Within the classifier
2. Filtering the training data in respect to the testing data
3. Creating a unique training dataset for each test instance
I showed that the locality based classifiers performed no better than, and often times worse than the
non-locality based classifiers. I also demonstrated that the Burak effect from Turhan’s paper [64]
1This represents the training dataset. The remaining is used as the testing dataset.
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is no longer present when dealing with just the defective modules2. Finally, I demonstrated that
clustering the data, and training a classifier off of each cluster did not help improve classification
performance. In each of these three cases, I report that the classification performance of the global
algorithms is the same as, or better than, the locality based classifiers or the classifiers with locality
based pre-processing.
By the results in Chapter 5 and what is reported in §4.2.1 I show that the defective modules in
software defect prediction datasets do not contain an internal structure that benefits from locality
based classification. Locality shows promising results while reporting on both defective and non-
defective modules. In contrast, it shows no beneficial performance increase when reported on just
the defective modules. From this, I conclude that only the non-defective modules are modeled with
an internal structure that benefits by locality.
I recommend directing research at developing classifiers which are specifically aimed at de-
tecting defective modules rather than classifying both defective and non-defective modules. I also
recommend using methods other that static code metrics when representing modules in datasets.
6.3 Future Work
In this section, I will discuss what possible research exists for locality based software defect pre-
diction. First, in §6.3.1, I will discuss proposed additions to clump that whill attempt to improve
classification performance, user feedback, and speed up execution time. Next, I will explore what
further research exists to explore the topic of locality. Finally, I will explore what other branches
of software defect prediction are possible.
2§4.3.1 demonstrates that the Burak filter used in this thesis does follow the original pattern of Turhan’s results
when using his reporting format
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6.3.1 Additions to Clump
Clump represents a new approach to clustering and classification. Traditional clustering approaches
[3, 31, 51, 54] cluster on independent attributes, while Clump clusters on dependant attributes.
Clump also creates a maintainable rule tree. This rule tree allows for human interaction both dur-
ing the testing and training phases of the algorithm. That being said, Clump can be expanded in
several directions to better fit its desired use and to possibly enhance classification performance.
6.3.1.1 Human Interaction
I plan on extending the functionality of Clump by introducing the human element. During the
training phase, I propose that humans are presented with the possible patches at each node of
the tree, and choose which patch best addresses the data. Several variations on this exist. It
permutation of this idea is to show the user a subset of the training data at the node, and allow the
user to choose which rule is “best” free hand. Another possibility is to present the user with the top
X rules ordered randomly, as determined by the current scoring algorithm described in §3.2.1.1.
When presented with the new rules, the user is presented with the score of each rule, the rule’s
score’s rank, or no information about the score at all. By allowing the human to interact with the
rule tree, the knowledge of domain experts can be exploited. Another alternative to this model is
to only query the domain expert when the score between the top rule candidates is similar enough
to be ambiguous.
6.3.1.2 Interface Options
I expect to also expand Clump with a GUI, making it no longer just command line based. A side
effect of this move will make gathering user feedback easier and more user friendly. An alternative
is to integrate Clump with the WEKA framework.
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6.3.1.3 Rule Creation
Internally, Clump uses a custom algorithm to score the possible rules. Alternative rule scoring
algorithms sould be examined for increased performance. Rules that test more than one attribute
are of great interest. These conjunctions of rules may isolate clusters of information faster than
singleton rules alone.
6.3.2 Additional Work
There exists much research to do in the field of software defect prediction. This work can be broken
up into two main branches:
1. Further research into locality.
2. Develop a classifier to identify defective instances directly, and not to classify defective and
non-defective instances equally.
The Burak filter showed much promise in the field of relevancy filtering. I propose an extension
of this filter, or even an extension of a standard nearest neighbor filter, that is class sensitive. By
this, I mean a filter which finds the k nearest neighbors of each class. This could help with software
defect prediction because when visualizing some of the datasets, there were no distinctive clusters
between defective and non-defective modules. By including the nearest neighbors of each class, I
hope to rectify the condition seen in the results of §5.2 and §5.3 where there were zero defective
instances included in the training dataset. This addition to the Burak filter can also be applied to
the clustering examples shown in §5.3.
The second extension to software defect prediction proposed is a classifier geared towards iden-
tifying just defective modules. All the classifiers seen in this thesis are targeted towards creating
a model that correctly represents the structure of every class represented in the dataset. By creat-
ing a model that just represents defective modules, I hope to more accurately target the defective
modules.
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Another possibility for software defect prediction is to create a new way to represent the mod-
ules. Because of the performance of various classifiers and the Burak filter on data not relating
to software defect prediction, I have state that the defective modules in software defect prediction
have no discernible internal structure. By finding a new way of modeling the modules, I hope to
better represent the structure of defective software modules.
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Appendix A
How to Reproduce the Experiments
This appendix explains how to get the tools used in this thesis and how to use them. It also describes
how to use your own data to replicate this thesis using differing datasets. Please note that some of
the tools used in this thesis only work on datasets with true and false classes.
A.1 Obtaining the Tool
The data and tools used in this thesis are hosted in a subversion repository. To obtain the tool
on a Unix system, create a new directory that will be used to host this thesis, and then enter the
following command:
svn co http://unbox.org/wisp/var/bryan/locality-tools/ .
This will checkout both the tools used, the experimental framework, and the datasets to be
tested.
A.2 Obtaining the Data
The data used is contained in ./data. Four folders are contained within:
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UCI This contains the UCI datasets used in the experiment in §4.2.1.
Promise This contains the original datasets used in the within company experiments in §5.1.
Promise-crossCompany This contains the modified versions of the datasets used in the cross
company experiments in §5.1.
BruakReproduction This contains the datasets used in §4.3.1.
PromiseModified This contains the datasets used in §5.2 - §5.3.2.
A.2.1 Using your Own Data
If you would like to use your data, you can modify ./config.sh to include the full path to your .arff
files and and the filenames (minus the extension, which must be .arff). The files you provide must
be able to fit within the formats needed for each experiment type. The files in UCI and promise
have no conditions. The files in Promise-crossCompany require that there be a ∗ shared.arff and
∗ combined.arff file for each dataset. The ∗ shared.arff file must be the dataset tested, and the
∗ combined.arff are the other datasets, combined into one file. Please note that ∗ shared.arff and
∗ combined.arff must have the same attribute configurations. The files in BurakReproduction and
PromiseModified must have the same attribute values.
A.3 Running the Experiments
The experiments are run from with the Ourmine framework. To start Ourmine, go to ./ourmine/
and execute the following command:
bash our minerc
This will open a new bash session with all the Ourmine scripts loaded. Note that the first time you
run the Ourmine library, it will take some time as files are downloaded and installed.
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After you have started Ourmine, just simply run:
go
and the different experiments will run in series. Please keep in mind that while running these
experiments for the thesis, I utilized a different script to facilitate distributing them across 35
different processing cores, and still the experiments took several days to run. It is expected that
this command will take a couple months to execute on one core. If you would like to run a single
experiment, please see the source code.
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